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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

1.1. Introduction and Summary

Many algorithms have been proposed over the years to

take advantage of the special structure of block-angular linear

systems. Among those not based on the Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition principle [13J, we have Dantzig and Van Slyke' s

Generalized Upper Bounding [12J, Balas' Infeasibili ty Pricing

Method [lJ, Rosen's Primal Partitioning Method [32J, and the

methods of Kaul [22J, Mllller-Mehrbach [27], Bennett [4J,

Orchard-Hays [29J, Ohse [28J, Knowles [23J, Beale [3'], Gass

[15J, Ri tter [31J, Hartmann and Lasdon [20J, etc.

Grigoriadis and White [17J, [19], show that many of the

methods for block-angular linear problems with coupling

constraints can be viewed as having a common data handling

structure and differing only in the strategy used as to the

vector pair selected to enter and to leave the basis.

In the following we present a block-angular basis factor

ization theory that provides a unifying framework for partition

ing and decomposition methods not based on the Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition principle and which allows us to view them as

special instances of the Simplex Method using basis factorization.
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In its generality it gives us an additional degree of freedom,

since it can be specialized to any of the previous approaches

or alternatively to obtain new variants. This, in addition to

a more thorough theoretical understanding, allows us to design

specialized algorithms to take full advantage of a particular

block-angular structure. For block-angular linear problems with

coupling constraints such an algorithm has been programmed with

good experimental results (see Appendix A). In addition the

theory gives us a good starting point for developing nested

factorization methods.

In the remainder of this Chapter we will clarify the sense

in which we use certain concepts and terminologies and motivate

the development in later Chapters.

In Chapter 2 we develop and validate the General Block

angular Basis Factorization (GBBF) and show how to update the

factorized terms in the representation of the inverse as one

column substitutes for another in the basis.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the use of the GBBF in the Simplex

Method. First its use in performing the backward and forward

transformations is analysed and its implications on the choice

of simplex strategy are discussed. Then some algorithms are

developed that take full advantage of the structure and some

consideration is given to alternative ways of implementing them

on computer codes.

In Chapter 4 GBBF is used to give a unified presentation

of Partitioning and Decomposition methods not based on the

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle. Existing methods for
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block-angular linear problems with coupling constraints, or

coupling variables, or both, are shown to be variants of the

Simplex Method using GBBF with various strategies as to the

vector pair to enter and to leave the basis. Some new

strategies that look promising in conjunction with GBBF are

presented. ,

Chapter 5 is devoted to Nested Factorizations that arise

in cases where some of the components of the original factor

ization have also a block-angular structure that can conveniently

be factorized further. Nested factorization methods to solve

staircase problems are analysed.

Finally in Chapter 6 some comments and conclusions are

presented.

Appendix A contains experimental results of tests with a

basis factorization algorithm for block-angular linear problems

with coupling constraints.

1.2. Concepts, Terminologies and Motivations

It will be convenient to clarify the sense in which we

use certain concepts and terminologies:

Simplex Method: Any LP algorithm that follows a path along

adjacent basic solutions of the set of linear relations in such

a way that no basis is repeated.

Accordingly we distinguish two aspects of the Simplex

Method:

Strategy: rules as to how to iteratively move from one basic

solution to the next, i.e. criteria as to the vector pair

3



selected to enter and leave the basis.

Data-Handling Structure: information as to what to carry

forward and in what form from one iteration to the next.

Improvements in the Simplex Method usually involve

changing one or both of the above. For example the data

handling structure started in 1947 with the simplex tableau

[lOJ. is was followed by the revised simplex using the

explicit inverse and this was soon followed by the product

form of the inverse [llJ.

Each of these data handling structures can be combined

with any of the selection strategies such as the usual primal~

dual or primal-dual selection criteria [7J.

A strategy may be efficient with a given data-handling

structure and not so with a different data-handling structure.

Moreover criteria such as the greatest change in the objective

function [40J may be effi cient compared to the others if a

tableau simplex structure is used, but some other criteria may

be better if the product form structure is used.

With the above concepts in mind, the advantages of a

general theory become clearer. If we are able to identify or

discover a common body of data-handling structures for general

block-angular systems it will be much easier to separate the

strategy from the data-handling aspects in the existing

algorithms. In an analogous way in identifying the strategies,

it will be much easier to get a feeling for the convergence

characteristics (efficiency) of the method by first comparing

it with alternative strategies for the general simplex method
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Also by studying the original matrix structure and how the

data-handling aspects are treated, we may be able to identify

a strategy that makes best use of both.

Other advantages are that convergence follows from that

of the simplex method and this makes it possible to conveniently

write one code to test many different methods or strategies.

In the remainder the terminology primal (dual, primal-

dual) strategy will be used to refer to the rules used in the

primal (dual, primal-dual) simplex method as to how to iterat-

ively move from one basic solution to the next.

Nice Properties under the assumption that the Block-

angular Sub-Matrices are Square and Nonsingular*

To motivate the data-handling aspects, consider the

lfsquarel! block-angular basis structure. (1.1)

I . ........ A. $, •.• Ak I m
O

x m Identityo l 0 0

0
BN = B. B. m. x m. nonsingular

l l l l

0 k
Bk

m - L: m.T-
i=O

l

This basis has certain nice properties. To see this,

consider first a special case, the matrix B. associated with
J

block j and its inverse:

*The actual basis structure of a ~lock-angular linear program
need not, of course, have square blocks along the diagonal but
later we will associate with it a basis that does.
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B ~ =
J

I 0 ... OA.O .... O
0 1 J

1,
" ....

" ',,)3 .
J

.....
....

....

....
.....1

k

A_l
B. =

J

-n·
J

-1where A. = A. B . .
J J J

We can now express

k
= IT
i=l

B.
l

and
k

= IT
i=l

A_I
B.

l
(1. 3)

where the terms forming the products can be commuted.

Some of these nice properties of the square block-

angular basis are:

1) Instead of inverting one big matrix of dimension

~ x ~, one can invert k small matrices of dimension mi x mi

(i = l, ... k).

2) To represent (in terms of basis) an incoming vector

d lIbelonging" to block j, we have that

(1. 4 )

i.e. we need only the inverse associated with the block. This

implies savings in computations and data transfer. To show (1.4)
A A '"

we prove instead d = B d = B.d. Partitioning d and d, we may
N J

6



write this out more explicitly

k
dO + " A.d. = dOL

i=l l l

B.d. = d.
l l l

i = l, ... ,k ( 1. 5 )

But since d is in block j, for i f. j d. = 0, which
l

implies d. = 0 for i f. j, since the B. 's are nonsingular.
l l

Hence equations (l.5) reduce to

B.d. = d"
J J J

(1. 6 )

The flprice fl vector 11 is defined by

Eut this corresponds to B.d =
J

d and hence d
A_l

= B. d.
J

11BN= C (see Ch. 3).

To calculate the partition 11. of 11 corresponding to block j,
J

we need only to compute

(CO' 0, ... ,0, 11 j , 0, ... ,0)
A_l

= (CO' 0, ... ,0, C", 0, ... ,0) B . ~
J J

(1. 7)

implying the same kind of savings as in 2). Relation (l.7)

follows from the structure of B
N

, which implies 11
0

= Co and

11 0A
l
" + IT.B. = C. for i = 1, ... ,k.

l l l

Our motivation then is to preserve as much of these nice

properties (mentioned above) as we can for the more general case

when the ~lock-angular basis arises from problems having either

coupling constraints or coupling variables or both.
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CHAPTER 2

BLOCK-ANGULAR BASIS FACTORIZATION THEORY

,
2.1. The Problem

Consider the block-angular linear problem with coupling

constraints and variables

max z(+)

(P)

i = 0,1, ... ,k, G. is m. x n. i = 1, ... k, b. is m. xli = 0,1, ... k,
l l l l l

xi is ni xli = 0,1, ... k, Y is nk +l x 1 and z scalar.

(+) We assume that for min {cx: Ax = b, x > O} we let z = -cx

and solve max {z: (1~)(~) =(~), x ~ 0 and-for max {cx: Ax = b,
-lc z 0 }x> O} we let z = cx and max {z: ( A)(x) = (b)' x::: O. Thus,

both for minimizing and maximizing, we can use a negative
reduced cost criteria to indicate that a non-basic column will
improve the current solution if it replaces one in the basic set.
This will be assumed throughout.

3



We assume that each of the matrices Gi and (UDO) have

rank equal to their row count. This can always be achieved (if

necessary) by augmenting the system with artificial variables

with appropriate coefficient structure.
k

The constraints Uz + Z D.x. + HOY = bO will be called
. 0 l ll=

coupling constraints and rows corresponding to then will also

be referred to as common rows. Similarly the y variables will

be called coupling variables.

2.2. Constructive Development of the Block-angular Basis

Factorization

Let J. = {set of indices (of columns) associated with
l

activities in block i} l = 1, ... ,k

J O = {indices of columns in DO}

J k +l = {indices associated with activities y}

AI J = restriction of matrix A to columns with

indices in set J.

Let BT be a basis for problem ( P ) and suppose that lVI lS

the set of indices of basic columns. Let

L. = Mn J.
l l

G·I Ll .
l

and consider

i = l, ... ,k

Let K. be the indices of a maximum set of linearly
l

9



independent columns in GilL.
l

*and

k
K = U

i=l
K.

l

By assumption the rank of Gi is equal to its row count,

so that we can augment the columns of G. IK by including enough
l .

l

other columns of G. to form a basis B. of linearly independent
l l

columns in G.. Let M. be the indices of the set of columns of
l l

G. forming B. (i.e. B. = G·I
M

).
l l l l.

l

The nonsingular matrix

I A Ak,0 1

= where A.
l

lS square block-angular and has the "nice" properties discussed

?arlier. We now express the relationship between BT and BN in

the form of a product:

B.." = BNBA-'-

1tIhere

BA
-1

= BN BT

(2.1)

(2.2)

* For many practical applications it has been observed that the
k

number of elements in K is close to L m.. It is this that
i=l l

makes the factorization scheme which follows efficient in practice.

10



The columns of BA Corresponding to K are unit columns

so that ~t is convenient for discussion purposes here to

permute its rows and columns so that the units form a submatrix

identity I in the lower right partition.

permltted BA = B = (B
w

)
P A V I

where as we have noted the number of columns in I is for an

important class of practical applications close to that of
k
L: mi.

i=l
Columns corresponding to K (or to I above) are called

trivial, the remaining, MlKc (where KC is the complement of K)

are called non-trivial. We refer to the upper left matrix as

the "Working Basis" or "WB" for short.

Without loss of generality we assume that

B = P BAPP A

where P is a permutation matrix satisfying PP :: I.

We can further factorize pB
A

into

(2.4)

and hence express the basis in factorized form as the product

:: B
N

P B V Pp w p

11

( 2 . 6 )



or by permuting again the factors B and V
p w p

= P and V = P VP)
p

B Vw

( ."l. e.

(2.7)

Lerr.ma 1: , the Working Basis, lS nonsingular.

Froo f: Obvious is square. Hence

o 1 det BT = det BN det Bw det V

Since permutations do not change the absolute value of the

determinant

A A

Idet VI = Idet pV I = 1

det B 1 0
w

re ver, by permuting we get

nce we can work with the following factorized representation

r the inverse

* Double slashes will be used for end of proof.

12
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For applications it is not necessary to permute the matrices

B and V to have rows and columns of B and V (see (2.5)) inw w
the upper left and lower left corners respectively. However

for the development of the formulas for updating the factor-

ized representation of the inverse when one column replaces

another in the basis it will be convenient, for notational

purposes, to work with the permuted matrices. Therefore let

and

rl'hen from (2. 6 )

(2.10)

Notice that expression (2.10) differs from (2.7) only in

that all terms are permuted. Thus, for simplicity, in what

follows the left subscript p will be dropped when working with

the permuted matrices, since this will be clear from the context.

2.3. Some Properties of the Factorized Representation of the

Inverse

Recalling the nice properties of square block-angular

systems, we see for the general block-angular case that in

addition to the block-inverses we have to carry the inverse of

the Working Basis and the matrix V of V. Hence under the

assumption that the dimension mw of B
w

is lYsmalllY relative to

mT , or more precisely the number of non-zeroes in V and B~l (or

some representation of B- 1 ) is lYsmalllY, then the additional
w

13



amount of information stored and manipulated will be small. In

particular with regard to preserving as much as possible of the

nice properties.

1) Instead of inverting one big ~ x ~ matrix we can

still invert and maintain k small m. x m. matrices
l l

(i = 1, ... ,k). However, in addition an m
w

x mw

Working Basis will need to be inverted and maintained;

also V will be needed.

2) The first step in updating a vector from block j

proceeds the same as that described earlier - and

hence the same computational advantages carry through.

However, in addition we have to use B- 1 Rnd V.
w

Hence if, as we have assumed, the nonzeroes in

B- 1 and V are low relative to those of the blockw

inverses Bi , i ~ j, not required in the first step,

we will get savings in the forward transformation

over a direct representation of B;l

For calculating a IT. the situation is similar to that
J

of the updates in (2). As will be shown in Chapter 3

there is the additional advantage that when the basic

variables which correspond to columns not in the

Working Basis are feasible, then the V matrix is not

needed in the backward transformation. This is always

the case in Phase 2.

Because no simple statement can be made at this point on

how much work is required to update the factorized represefttation

of the inverse (after the replacement of one column in the basis

14



by another), we will defer discussion of this to later. In

section 2.4 we show how to do this updating efficiently.

Thus with the additional effort to maintain and to make

use of B- 1 and V, we can carryover much of the desirablew

properties of independent square block-angular problems. If the

dimension mw of Bw is not too large (relatively) and the

additional work in updating the factorized representation of

the inverse is not too excessive, we can expect the block-

angular factorization method to be more efficient than working

directly on the basis BT using general methods.

We now explore more deeply these points. First we

introduce some notation. We classify columns to be either

Type A or Type B.

Type A: Those that, except for the common rows, have

non-zeroes in rows corresponding to at most

one block i =0,1, ... ,k, i.e. those with indices
k

belonging to J A = U J ..
i=O l

Type B: otherwise, i.e. J B = J k +l

Furthermore, the basic columns of Type A are further

subclassified into

Type Al: Those basic columns associated with block i,

for i = l, ... ,k (i.e. Type A columns) that

belong to their own block basis Bi .

Type A2: Otherwise, i.e. basic columns associated with

block i, for i = l, ... ,k that belong to the

Working Basis.

15



Let B
wO

be the matrix of columns common to BT and the

Working Basis. Partition BwO according to

common rows) BOB BOA

DB DA

'V 'V

VB VA

rows in WB

type B col umnJ' 1L type A columns

Let

~cw) BOB BOA
'V -1B = BN BwO =wO DB DA

VB VA (2.11)

i.e.

BOB BOA

=
"-

DB DA (2.12)

partitioned as above.

We call a column that is in BN but not in BT a pseudo

basic column; its corresponding variable will be referred to

as pseudobasic also.

Recall from section 2.2 that K. was chosen to have thel

indices of a maximum set of linearly independent columns in

G·I L and that M0Kc
contains the indices of columns in thel i k

Working Basis (where KC is the complement of K = D K.).
. 1 ll=

16



Thus

Observe that:

a) The maximum sets of linearly independent columns

in GilL. (i = l, ... ,k) need not be unique. If this
l

is the case we could choose the indices of columns

in any such set to be in K. and hence in K.
l

alternative factorizations are possible that lead

to different Working Basis' of the same dimension.

b) If K. is not required to contain the indices of a
l

maximum set, but only of a subset of linearly

independent columns in G. IL ' then the resulting
l .

l

factorization would have a Working Basis of higher

dimension (less indices in K, more in KC
, i.e.

of columns in WB).

Following the constructive procedure in section 2.2 we

always obtain a Working Basis with the smallest possible

dimension. For the case when one column replaces another in

the basis, we want to obtain the new factorization from the old

one. Herefore it is convenient to establish some easy to check

conditions for a Working Basis being minimal (i.e. there being

no alternative factorization giving rise to a WB of smaller

dimens ion) .

Theorem 1: The Working Basis lS minimal if and only if UA = 0

Proof: Let BW be minimal. Assume (on the contrary) that

UA ~ O. Pick a non-zero element of UA and suppose it is on row

J in the partition corresponding to some block i. This non-

zero element is used as a pivot to replace the pseudobasic

17



columns of block basis i associated with row j. The new

now includes one more vector previously in the Working Basis.

Thus, the new WB will have one less non trivial vector - a

contradiction

WB minimal --)~ UA = 0

Now suppose U
A

= 0 and the Working Basis is not minimal.

Then for at least one block i (for i = 1, ... ,k) there is a set

of linearly independent columns among those with indices In

M·VL. that constitutes a basis and which does not include at
l l

least one of the pseudobasic variables (i.e. those with indices

. M nLc c .In 1. . where L. lS the complement
l l l

block basis B~ew is partitioned as
l

of L.).
l

Suppose this new

B2 B3
1 1

Bl B2 B3 B4
2 2 2 2

B~e~
l

Bl B2 B3 B4
3 3 3 3

B2 B3
4 4

with superscripts

1 basic columns that remained

2 pseudobasic columns that remained

3 new columns (previously in WB partition) that have

replaced basic columns (possible none)

18



4 New columns (previously in WB) that have replaced

pseudobasic columns (at least one)

and left subscript

1 rows in which basic columns that remain were basic

2 rows in which pseudobasic columns that remain were

basic

3 rows in which basic columns replaced were basic

4 rows In which pseudobasic columns replaced were

basic.

Then pre multiplying B~ew by B~l
l l

where Pl and

P2 are permutations

of Identities.

o

o

o

o

o

has as coefficients those of columns that wereBut

in the WB and corresponding to rows in the V partition. Thus

they constitute a subset of coefficients of VA and hence they

are all O. But this implies that rows corresponding to left

subscript 4 (at least one) are 0 and hence that B~ew is
l

singular, which is a contradiction.

19



..
UA = 0 -+HB minimal

and HB minimal~UA = 0 II

Lemma 2: The dimension ~ of minimal Horking Basis satisfies

(2.13)

where mB is the number of coupling variables in the basis.

Proof: For Bw' a minimal Horking Basis UA = 0; thus

B =w

Suppose UB is mR x mB where mB is the number of type B variables

(coupling variables) in the basis. Then

Now for Bw to be nonsingular UB has to have full row rank.

This requires

and hence

II

20



2.4. Updating the Factorized Representation of the Inverse

Before presenting a procedure for updating the

representation of the factorized inverse after the replacement

of one column in the basis by another, some results that are

needed later will be developed. It will be convenient to use

* as a superscript to denote a matrix in the updated represen-

tation to distinguish it from the corresponding matrix before

the updating. Also, unless stated otherwise, partitions of

mT x ~ matrices will be assumed to have been permuted to

correspond with those of the factorization, i.e. so as to have

rows and columns in Working Basis in the upper left corner.

2.4.1. Increase or Reduction in the Dimension of the Working

Basis

Some of the update situations will involve an increase

or a reduction in the dimension of the Working Basis. In

developing the updating formulas for these cases we assume that

the inverse is given in product form.

We ~ant to decrease the dimension of a Working Basis

when it has a structure like

Bw ~ (:~ :) to another with structure

B*w

which can sUbstitute for it in applications of a product form

representation.
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Let

= then

B* I B*w w

= = andv

v 1

= (2.14)

and hence it is accomplished by adding an elementary row eta to

the representation of the lnversee

Similarly to add a row, i.e. to get from

or

Bw

v 1

to

Bw

v

, then

=

(2.15)

and again is accomplished through an elementary row trans-

formation.
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2.4-2 General Updating Formulas

Theorem 2: Let E, EN be the elementary matrices that update

-1 -1. *-1
and , l.e. =

-l *-1- and =

= (E.~ E~)
E3 E'N N

-1
, and let

correspond to the partitioning used in the factorization (which

is assumed not to change). Further suppose E
2

= 0 or E~ = 0

then

*-1
B = (E lW J..

Proof: We have

(2.16)

or

But

"'*_1
B

w
"'* '" 1'" 1 1 *= V EV B B Bw N N

Let

, then

"'*_1
B

w

23



and writing this product in partitioned form

*- l ) ( )( )( X1
- lEE I B-

w 1 2 w -w
I = V* I E

3
E4 -V I.

and now restricting ourselves to the rows and columns in the

",forking. Bas is

*-1 =

*-1
B·w

Since is an elementary column matrix we have

I 2)
C

E2CE4)-1) -1 (Rl)-l
EN EN =N N .uN
R 4 ~E~l = (E~) -1 ). -3 E3 (R l )-1EN = 0 = -
~N " N ~N

or
=N 1

I)~E~l ( (E~)-l

I)~
-1 (E1)-1

EN EN = N= -3
R 3 E3(El )-1 EN = E3 (E1 )-1
~N N N N N

-1 -~

Hence in either case we get the same expressions for EN and )

SUbsituting above
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*-1
B

w
3 1_1

( ..L) ..L

~

But under the conditions in the hypothesis E2 / = 0, so that

I I

As wil~ be seen in section 2.4-3, most of the update

situations can be arranged to satisfy the conditions of the

1 -1
above theorem and usually (EN) = I and E2 = 0, so that

*-1
B

w
*-1

Bw

-1= EIBw ' or under conditions such that it simplifies to

-1= (I - nv)B . The following results will always alloww w
us to express these updating relationships as product of elemen-

tary transformation matrices.

Theorem 3: m mLet nER be a column vector and vER a row vector.

Suppose vn - 1 f 0, then I - nv is non-singular. Furthermorem

if vp f 0 is a component of v then

(I - nv) =
m

(2.17)

(2.18)=

where ER and ER are the elementary row matrices given by
1 2
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('11
ER = bV l bVp bV 2 (2.19)

2

\ 1 2

a t 0, b t 0 arbitrary constants, v = (v l ,vP ,v2 ), and E
C

lS an

elementary column matrix given by

II - (lib )n l

EC = np ( 2. 20 )
1

-(1/b)n
2

I

with np =
I-vn and n:CD (2.21)--at

Proof: Note that if v = 0, the theorem is trivially true. If

not then there exists some vp t O. It is easy to verify by direct

multiplication that

(I - nv) =
m

and therefore

det(I - nv) =
m

det ER • det EC • det ER112

if (1 - vn) t 0

26
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Corollary:

-l
(I - T)v) -

Another important point to consider is the possibility

of an alternative minimal basis. Especially of interest is the

case where we can replace a vector in a block basis by a vector

in the Working Basis belonging to the same block.

Theorem 4: Let column b with index in J. be the basic activity
l

associated with row r In forming the inverse of block i. Let

v r = (vB,vA) be the corresponding row of V. Then if vA ~ 0, any

one of the columns corresponding to a nonzero component of vA'

say vA. (i.e. the j-th column in Bw) can be exchanged with b
J

to give a new basis for block i and a new Working Basis.

Moreover

*-1
B

w
= E B- 1

R w (2.23)

where ER is an elementary row matrix given by

, , , ,
"1
-vr

1

,
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*and if B lS minimal, so is B .w w

Proof: Recall that by (1.4) for any column from some block P,

d =

and hence by (1.6) a can have nonzeros only in the common rows

and in the rows of its own block P. It follows, since all col-

umns in the partition corresponding to vA are of Type A, that

under the conditions of the hypothesis any column corresponding

to a nonzero component vA. of vA must belong to block i and can
J

replace the activity basic in row r of the block basis since its

pivot element is different from O. Recall that B minimal imw
Dlies = 0 so that

A

BOB

= UB =

VA

dnd hence the updated vector j that will be exchanged with b has

eros in the rows corresponding to the partition (UBUA). Thus

the eta vector will have zeros there and all the remaining col-

umns will be unchanged in these rows. Also the representation

of the exchanged vector b in terms of the new block basis corres-

* *ponds to the eta vector so that UA = 0 and Bw minimal.

The exchange corresponds to a simple permutation of col-

*umns, so that BT = BTE ,E a simple permutation matrix, for
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-1
which E

*-1= E and BT
= RB- 1

.w T
*-1

Als 0 B~J
-1= E1-TBN wi th

l~ 1

(1E~)
E = 4

N E
N

since t~e pivoting occurs In a row not in the Working Basis.

Thus the updating formula (2.16) becomes

*-1
Bw

= (E - E V)B- 1
1 2 w

Also

1

-------1------

1 I
, J

"-, I
, I

'1'-------0-------
,~
I ,
I ,

I ', '1

---- - -- t -- -----
,,, ,

", ,

,,
"",,

"
1

I

1 1

-- - - .. - - -- 01- - - - --
'I

'.,,,,
I

I

So that E2V has zeros in all rows except row j, and E
1

is an

identity except for row j which is zero. Hence

1

L..-__-_vr __-,
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1

. 1

and

II

2.4- 3 An Updating Procedure

The replacement of one outgoing column (OC) from the

basis by another~ the incoming column (IC) gives rise to four

somewhat different updating cases:

1) IC of Type A and OC in Working Basis.

2 ) IC of Type A and OC in BN·

3) IC of Type B and OC in Working Basis.

4 ) IC of Type B and OC in BN·

In Fig. 1 we give a flow-sheet of an efficient updating

procedure covering all four cases for the factorized representa

tion of the inverse after the replacement of one column in the

basis by another.

We can compactly state some of the important features of

the updating procedure in the form of a theorem~ and then develop

it in greater detail in a constructive way in the proof.

Theorem 5 (Updating Procedure): The flow-sheet in Fig. 1 gives

a valid procedure for updating the factorized representation of

30



the inverse after the replacement of one column in the basis

by another. In particular, if the old Working Basis was ni-

mal so will be the new one, and ~xcept when a pseudobasic vari-

able is driven out of some block basis to keep the Working Basis

minimal (see ** in Fig. 18 at most one block inverse needs to

be updated due to the replacement of only one column in it by

another'[in the exception at most two columns are replaced in

the block basis'].

Proof (Validation of the Updating Procedure): Referring to Fig. 1

we point out that since all tests are of the yes-no type it suf-

fices to show that each path gives a correct updating procedure

for the case it involves.

Case I. Incoming Colu~~ of Type B

Case I-a. Outgoing Column in Working Basis

Since we start with a minimal Working Basis, UA = O.

*Letting BN = BN, the updating corresponds to changing one column

in BwO (see (2.11)). If the Outgoing Column is of Type B, then
A*
UA = UA = 0 and the new Working Basis is minimal. If the Out-

A*
going Column is of Type A2, then after the exchange, U

A
is equal

to UA without the column corresponding to the Outgoing Column
A* A*

(which is now in UB) and hence UA = 0 and the new Working Basis

is minimal.

*-1The elementary column matrix E that updates BT

has its pivot element in some row In the Working Basis and hence
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FIGURE 1

r0-,-

Replace oe direct
ly in HB. Update
its inverse by
column eta. R,:-

educe dimension
of HB by making
Ie part of BN. HB

inverse is update
y row and column

transformation.
Block inverse and

Exchange OC with
variable in WB as
in theorem 3. i.e
update WB inverse
by row eta and
block inverse of
oe and appropriat
part of V by
column pivot.

Updating Procedure

Information Flow-sheet

Augment HB to
include Oe.i.e.
update its
inverse by
2ddin row eta.

eplace oe directly
'n-its block basis.
pdate block inverse

d V as usual. If
~~o the WE does not
Range. Otherwise up
ate its inverse by
dding elementary
ow, column and row
tas as in proof of
heorem 5.

Augment 'liB to
include OC by
adding approp
riate row eta
to represent
ation of its

Replace OC in WB.
Update its inverse
by column eta.
Replace column in V

OC wi th a
able in WB as

in theorem 3. i.e.
date WB inverse

y row eta and
lock inverse of

and appropriate
art of V matrix

column pivot.
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E = (:~ ~
*also since B
N

= B
N

we have EN = I and the updating formula (2.16)

in theorem 2 reduces to

*_l
B -'- =

w

Also V changes only in the column of the outgoing variable,

which is replaced by the partially updated incoming column IC,

. -1l.e. B
N

(IC), restricted to rows not in WB. Notice that all

the necessary information is generated during the first step in

the forward transformation.

Case I-b. Outgoing Column in some Block Basis

Suppose the Outgoing Variable belongs to block j and

corresponds to row r of the inverse. Let v 2 = (vB,vA) be the

corresponding row of V = (VB~VA)' If vA ~ 0 pick a component,

say vA. t O. By theorem 4 we can assign the outgoing variable
l

to WB and replace it in the block basis by the column correspond-

ing to vA.' obtaining a new expression for the WB, B:-
l = ERB~l.

l

Besides the block inverse j and V have to be updated by a simple

column pivot. After this exchange the outgoing variable is in

the Working Basis and we are back to case I-a.

If vA = 0 the dimension of the Working basis is increased

by one to include the pivot row and the outgoing variable. This

corresponds to going from
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B BOA *B = to = B
w -~ U w

A

vA

*As shown In section 2.4-1, the inverse of B is obtained fromw

~ (see (2.10)) by premultiplying by the elementary row matrix

Now the outgoing column is in the WB and we proceed as in case

I-a. Since u: =(DA
) = 0 the resulting WB is minimal.

1-\. vA

Case II. Incoming Column of Type A

Let d be the incoming column and

d = -1 d

Let d = d = be partitioned as BwO (see

also (2.11)).

Also let d and d be the elements of d and d on the pivot row.
r r

Case II-a. Outgoing Column in Working Basis

Replace the outgoing column directly in the Working Basis.

--1 *-1 -1
This corresponds to updating as in case I-a. Let B = B = E B .w w 1 w

A* A..A.

Then for Bw we have UA = (UAd
A

), i.e. it consists of zeros except
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possibly for the column corresponding to the incoming variable

(i. e. d
A

). If d = 0 the Working Bas is is minimal and we
A

by updating V as in case I-a.

nish

Otherwise pick an element d A t 0 and use it as pivot to
r

introduce the incoming column into its block basis, displacing

a pseudobasic variable.

*-1 -1
BN = £NBN ' i.e.

*This corresponds to BT = BT and

E = I and EN =(:~ r}see theorem 2)

where

otherwise, for l-d.
l jA

dA a row index in WB
r

with
Tl· =l

. 1

1

Accordingly the update formula (2.16) reduces to

*-1
B

w

where

A

and d is the restriction of dw

to rows in Working Basis.
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These changes correpsond to:

1 ) From to B
TJ

replace one colurnn in B
w

( iTit h 0 utI 0 S S () f

generality the last one)

i.e. =
o

A
(2.25)

2) From pivot on row r (without loss of

generality the last)

i. e. (2.26)

where U is a unit vector with ~nit component on row r. Now wer

are in the situation of reducing the size of the WB by premulti-

plying it by an elementary row matrix as discussed in section

2.4-1 to obtain a new minimal WB.

ing HB we have

*Letting B denote the result-
w

*-1 --1- -1- (2.27)B = ER(Bw EN) = EREIBw ENw

with

II

E = v fA (see (2.14)) (2.28)r r dA

Formula (2.27) gives the expression to update the WB in the case

when dA 1 O. It is also necessary to update V. This is done by
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deleting the column corresponding to the outgoing variable and

updating the coluwns corresponding to type B by applying the

same elementary transformation matrix used to update the block

inverse when it was modified.

In some computer systems it is inefficient to add new

informaGion (in our case etas) to the beginning and end of a

file (in, our case the eta file). To get around this difficulty

we can make use of the following equivalent expression for (2.27).

Proposition 1: Expression (2.27) can also be represented in

product form as

*-1
B

w (2.29)

where ER and E
1

are as In (2.23) and

-u~ 1-l - l r
U

'1 r
E = Inc with nco =c ,

1 l

0r
i f. r

and, letting U
r

be the r-th unit vector:

(2.30)

The proof of proposition 1 will be deferred to the end

of the section in order not to disrupt the presentation of the
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Updating Procedure.

Case II-b. Outgoing Column not in Working Basis

II-b-l. # 0

heorem 4 it is possible to assign the outgoing col

umn to WB, obt nlng a new minimal WB, whose inverse differs from

the old one by an elementary row transformation. The exchange

also implies updating the appropriate block inverse because of

the replacement of the outgoing column by its exchange vector

from the WB and to modify V due to the changes in the block in

verse. Now we are back to case II-a.

Sub-case II-b-2. vA = 0

Sub-sub-case II-b-2-a. dr = 0

Augment the Working Basis to include the oe. As seen

before in section 2.4-1, this corresponds to adding an elementary

row transformation to the old working basis inverse according to

(2.15). Since vA = 0, after replacing the oe by the incoming

column in the WB, the form of the WB lS glven by (2.25) and thus

augmenting the Working Basis we fall back to case II-a.

Sub-sub-case II-b-2-b. d r # 0

In this case the outgoing column can be replaced in its

block basis directly by the incoming column. This implies up

dating the block inverse as usual by adding a column eta to its

representation. Columns of V corresponding to Type B variables
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must also be updated by the same elementary column matrix.

As for the WB, since we are pivoting on a row no in

the WB, we have for the elementary matrices in theorem 2

where the columns of E
2

are 0 except for the pivot column which

is

(~:) with d the restriction of d to rows In WB
w

(recall d is the pivot element).
r

Thus (2.16) reduces to

*-1B ~ =
w

since

v )B- l
r w (2.31)

v
r = (2.32)

Now there are two possibilities:

A) v = 0
B

*-1
BB =w w

and so

i.e. the WB does not change.

Consider

"-1"'-1"= V B dw
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and

d = d Vdssw

in particular for the r-th component

d = d
r r

v d
r w

and since d is the pivot element it is nonzero and we can divide
r

by it

1 = - v
r

d d
i. e. 1

w r t- O- v = -r d r d r
(2.33)

and hence, since (2.31), (2.33) and vB t- 0 satisfy its hypothesis

we can use theorem 3.

b = - 1, a = d t- o.r

(2.17) through (2.21)

Choose some column P with VB" t- 0, and
P

Then for this case, according to relations

*-1
Bw

~ E R B- 1
= ~R C.w R. 2 1 w

40
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• +- 1Wl"D

= E
C

1

= -d

~B
P

where we have partitioned

v = (Vl,VB ,v2 ) andr p

d =(::}w

To show that the Working Basis in (2.34) is minimal, re-

call that the same columns remain in the Working Basis, and on

their representation in terms of B
N

(see (2.2) and (2.3» may have

changed due to pivoting on the r-th row of B
N

. But because VA = 0
H

all type A2 columns have zeros in the pivot row of BN and remain

"'*
unchanged. Thus UA = UA = 0 and the Working 3asis in (2.34) is

minimal.

This finishes case II-b and now all four possible update
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cases have been convered. By following all paths in the

dating Procedure we see that at most one vector is replaced

among those in the block basis l
, except when reducing the dimen-

sionality of the Working Basis (see ** box in lower right corner

of Fig. 1) in which case it could be two. I I

Proof of Proposition 1: Recall from (2.27) that

*-1
B

w

Let

(2.35)

Then

(2. 36 )

thout loss of generality we take the pivot column to be the

last. Recall that EN and ER pivot on the same row, which we

again can take to be the last. Then

BOB BOA dO

B E- l A A

= DB 0 d Aw 1
A

VB 0 d
r

A

BOB BOA dO 1
0

B E-IE- l
A A

A = = DB 0 dA I Bw 1 R
A

-v~VB 0 d r d r
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·!'1. =

o

( .37)

and so the r-th row of A is a r = (0, ... ,O,dr ).
--1

Now pivots

on the last row and reduces the last column of A to the r-th

unit veator. Hence

*thus B is obtained from A by
w

replacing the last column in A by the r-th unit vector. Hence

letting

and

-1
U = A. ~u" r

-u.
YD

r

?D
r

i f. r

i i- r

we have

E =c
. 1

1

*-1
Bw

= E A-I
c



and from (2.35)

*-1
1 w

1

44
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CHAPTER 3

USING THE GENERAL BLOCKANGULAR BASIS FACTORIZATION (GBBF)

IN THE SIMPLEX METHOD

In a revised Simplex Method (see [2J), a representation

of the inverse is needed for performing two types of calcula-

tions:

1) Solving the system

II BT = C for II

i. e. C3. 1)

which is computed using the backward transformation (BTRAN) in

product form algorithms (see [37J). Here C is the vector of co

efficients in the objective function of the basic variables for

primal strategies, or the r-th unit vector in dual strategies.

2) Solving the system

-
BTd = d for d

i. e. d = B-ld
T

(3.2)
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which is computed using the forward transformation (FTRAN) ln

product form algorithms. In the section we show how these cal-

cu ations can be carried out efficiently using GBBF.

3.1 The Backward Transformation (BTRAN)

Using the GEBF representation of the inverse we can write

for ( -.z 11..J. ;

(3.3)

A A_I A AA_l
Define C = CV and IT = CBW ' We can consider the backward

transformation as consisting of three steps:

Step 1 : Calculate C = CV- l

Step 2: Calculate IT
AA_l

= CBW

Step 3: Calculate IT =
A -1
ITBN

vlhich we '\\Till now analyze separately.

Let the row vectors = (CO,C l ',,, ,C k ), IT = (ITO,IT l , .. · ,IT k ),
A A

C = (CO,C l ' ... ,C k ) and IT = (ITO,IT l , ... ,IT k ) be partitioned accord-

lng to rows in block 0,1, ... ,k. Similarly let Vi be the restric-

t n of V to rows in block i. Furthermore, for i = 1, ... ,k we

(c9,c~),
A AO Al A AO Al

paTti tion C. = (" = (C.,C~), IT. = (IT.,IT.), where thev •
l l l l l l l l l

subscript ° corresponds to rows of block i for which the basic

variable is in the WE, and the superscript 1 to those basic In

their own block. Similarly we partition V. = (v9,v~) where .
l l l l

corresponds to columns basic in the common rows and V~ to the
l

other columns in the Working Basis.
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For simplicity let also

and

and let
1 A A

be an m x m identity where ill is the dimension of

3.1-1 'Step 1

By rearranging rows and columns (if necessary) we can
A A_I

express C = C V as

I
0

:1
~o

_VO _Vl
1 1

/

from which we obtain the following relationships.

A k
C~ V?Co = Co - L

i=l l l

Al
Cl k

C~ V~Co = L (3.4)
0 i=l l l

Al
C~ 1, ... ,kC. = l =

l l

Now we have to consider three cases.



Case 1 : Durin Phase 2

Here C = (1,0,0, ... ,0), (assuming the objective function

is the first row in the common rows) and hence C.
l = ° i = 1, .. o,k

Thus from relationships (3.4) we obtain C = C and hence Step

is no required during Phase 2.

Case Phase 1, variables not in WB feasible

n C~ = ° for i = 1,0 .. ,k and hence C = C and Step 1

is not required.

Case 3 : Phase 1, some variables not in WB infeasible

In this case in general C ¥ C and we have to go through

Step 1. However, if we are minimizing an unweighted sum of

infeasibilities, then the components of C take on values 0, 1 or

*-1 , and hence, as can be observed from relations (3.4) no

multiplications or divisions will be necessary, only additions

or subtractions.

3.1-2 Step 2
A A A_l

Recall that IT = C B ,w This is an ordinary backward

ransformation, and hence the number of operations required for

its calculation will be proportional to the number of non-zeros

n the representation of the inverse of the Working Basis.

" The infeasibility form can be expressed as min ( L: X· - L: X. )
isS l

l isS 2
l

vihere Q {i X. 0 basic and artificial} and""'1 = >
l

S2 = {i X. < 0 basic}, Thus the components C. take on values
l l

, -lor ° according to i belonging to Sl' S2 or none of them

(see also [2J),
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3.1-3 Step 3
A -1

Rewriting IT = ITBN as ITBN = IT then from the structure

of BN (see (1.1)) we see that

and

fori=l, ... ,k

or

-1IT. = (IT. - ITOA.) B.
l l l l

or

D.6)

That is, for any i = 1, ... ,k, calculating IT. is equivalent to
l

an ordinary backward transformation using the representation

for the inverse of its block basis, and hence the number of

operations is also proportional to the number of non zeros in

this representation.

3.2 The Forward Transformation (FTRAN)

Using the GBBF we can write for (3.2)

if the incoming column belongs to block i, then by (1.4)

and D.8)
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That is, we need only its own block inverse, the Working Basis

inverse and the V matrix to perform the calculations of the

forward transformation.

*3.3 Implications on the Choice of Simplex Strategy

By using the factorized representation of the inverse

and by ~aking full advantage of the structure appreciable

savings can be obtained in the number of operations that have

to be performed and in the amount of data required in both the

backward and forward transformations. In particular:

1) Whenever all blocks are feasible the V matrix is not

used in the backward transformation. Hence a good

strategy would be to make all blocks feasible in the

beginning.

2) When using a primal simplex strategy with partial

pricing (see [30J) to coincide with columns in a

block (or in some blocks) only the IT. IS corresponding
l

to that block (or blocks) have to be calculated, with

considerable savings in the backward transformation

with respect to the case when a general representation

-1is used for B
T

. When using a dual simplex strategy

the whole pivot row has to be updated (lYpriced out tr
)

and hence partial pricing is not possible. However

there is one special case when using GBBF which is

formalized in the following lemma.

* Strategy is used here as defined in section 1.2, i.e. rules
as to how to iteratively move from one basic solution to the next.
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Lemma 3: If the outgoing variable belongs to block i and

corresponds to row r of its block basis inverse, and if the

corresponding row of V, v r = 0, then the solution to the system

rn BT = Ur' where Ur is the r-th unit vector, is given by

and

n~ = 0
J

v. -f. i
J

n~ = U :8-:- 1
l r l

Proof: n r = U B- 1 = U V-1B-IB- l . But U v- l = U since v = 0
R Trw N r r r

A_l 1
and U B = U since pivot row is not in WB. Thus nr = U B-

r w r r N

or equivalently nrBN = Ur' from which the lemma follows because

of the special structure of BN (see (1.1)). II
Hence, for updating the whole pivot row we need in this

case only to perform one backward transformation using only one

block inverse, and to price out only the columns on that block

and the columns of the coupling variables, since all the others

will price out to O. The above is a generalization of a result

of Ohse [28J.

3) Except for the coupling columns the forward trans for-

mation also requires only the use of one of the block

inverses. Also the updating of the factorized repre-

sentation of the inverse simplifies considerably in

the absence of coupling columns (see Fig. 2 in section

3.4). This suggests a special treatment for coupling

columns.

4) Savings occur also in total time spent in inversions;
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since on the average smaller matrices will be inverted

and the number of inversions not counting those of the

Working Basis will remain roughly the same.

With these points in mind we first turn to develop an ef

ficient strategy for the block-angular linear problem with

coupling constraints only.

3.4 A Strategy for Block-Angu~ar Linear Problem with Co~pling

Constraints

In contrast to block columns, coupling columns require

the use of all block inverses both for the backward and for the

forward transformation. They also tend to increase the size of

the Working Basis and to complicate the updating procedure. For

all these reasons they should be treated differently: For in

stance, to consider them as candidates to enter the basis and to

price them out only when no improvements can be made with block

variables, or to treat them as fixed parameters whenever possible.

Hence the strategy for the special case of a block-angular

problem with coupling constraints will play an important role In

that of the more general problem P.

3.4-1 Simplifications in the Updating Procedure

Since there are no coupling columns in this case all va

riables are of type A and the updating procedure given in Fig. 1

reduces to that in Fig. 2. There are now only three updating

cases which depend exclusively on the position of the outgoing

variable in the basis. Also since the Working Basis includes
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FIGURE 2

Information Flow-sheet of Updating Procedure
for Block-angular Linear Problems with

Coupling Constraints

no yes

no

Replace OC directly in
its block basis. Update
block inverse an V rnatri
in usual way. WB does
not change.

es

Exchange OC with a
column in WB as in
theorem 3. i.e. update
WB inverse by row eta
and block inverse of OC
and V matnix in the
usual way.

Replace OC in WB. Update its
inverse by column eta. Replace
column in V
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all common rows, and as a consequence of Lemma 2, for this case

we have that the Working Basis will have constant size mO x mO'

3.4-2 Strategy Considerations

Dual and Parametric strategies for block-angular linear

problems with coupling constraints (see section 4.1) are based

on the observation that if all blocks are independently sub-

optimized at the beginning then the resulting solution is dual

feasible for the overall problem. Hence the first step in these

methods is to sUb-optimize all blocks.

On the other hand, in order to make full use of the re

duction in computations and data transfer in the backward trans

formation for primal strategies when using GBBF, it is necessary

to have all blocks feasible.

Alternatively we could sUb-optimize them on the heuristic

that later we could approach feasibility in the common rows

!!from above!! (in the maximizing case) and could expect to arrive

at the feasible region with a higher value of the objective func

tion and hence would have fewer iterations in Phase 2. Primal

strategies offer the following advantages during this first step:

1) They do not require a dual feasible solution after

solving all blocks, allowing us to stop before reach

ing optimality if this is considered convenient to

save iterations.

2) For the same reason they do not require any special

treatment if some block has an unbounded solution or

if the matrix DO t 0 (see problem P in 2.1).
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After this first step primal strategies have the advan

tage of allowing savings in BTRAN if we make use of partial pric

lng. Since for large problems partial pricing is desirable to

reduce overall computation time, the added bene ts of reducing

the amounts of data and of computations required in the backward

transformation make it even more attractive here. We will refer

to the use of the partial pricing technique applied to the col

umns of a block as the Partial Block Pricing strategy, or PBP

for short.

The above considerations lead to the following two step

primal strategy:

Step 1: Optimize all block problems (alternatively stop once

feasibility is reached). If some block has no feasible solution

STOP, the whole problem is infeasible. Otherwise proceed to

Step 2.

Step 2: Use the Partial Block-Pricing strategy to take advantage

of the savings in BTRAN that are made possible by the factorized

representation of the inverse. This step terminates in one of

the usual primal termination states, i.e. no feasible solution,

unbounded solution or optimal solution.

3.4-3 Experimental Results

The above two step strategy for block-angular linear prob

lems with coupling constraints has been coded in FORTRAN IV in

a program called G-GUB. Preliminary experimental results look
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promising and are reported in [38J. In Appendix A we give a

more detailed flow-sheet of the algorithm resulting from the

application of the above two-step strategy and reproduce some

of the results in [38].

In the following we will refer to this algorithm as the

Coupling Constraints Algorithm (or CCA for short). For other

strategies for block-angular linear problems with coupling

constraints see section 4.1.

3.5 A Strategy for the General Problem (P)

Pricing out and Updating a coupling column requires in

general the use of k block inverses instead of one. They also

tend to increase the size of the Working Basis and to complicate

the updating of the factorized representation of the inverse.

To amplify these points further::

a) From Lemma 2, if there are mB coupling variables in

the basis then mO + mB is an upper bound on the size

of the Working Basis. Thus, the fewer coupling

variables in the basis, the smaller is this upper

bound estimate.

b) When the size of the Working Basis increases, then

so does the number of columns in the V matrix.

Moreover, each Type B column (coupling column) can

have non-zeros in all rows of V as compared to Type

A2 columns which can have non-zeros only in rows of

V belonging to their own block. Thus, the higher

the number of coupling variables in the basis,
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the higher the number of operat ns required to

update a vector.

c) A comparison of figures 1 and 2 shows that the work

to update the factorized representation of the

inverse can be expected to be more substantial when

there are coupling variables in the basis.

Thus we 'conclude:

1) Pricing out and updating a coupling column to

introduce it to the basis requires more work than

for a block column, since the full IT vector is

needed for pricing and hence all block inverse have

to be used during the backward and forward transfor-

mations.

2) Having coupling columns in the basis increases the

work per iteration even when pricing out only block

variables by a), b) and c) above.

From these considerations evolves the general philosophy

"do not touch the coupling columns until it becomes necessary",

That is, reduce the general problem P to one with only coupling

constraints by considering the coupling variables y fixed at

some value, and use CCA to solve it.

restrictions on y.

Only then relax the

The hope is that most of the work can be done without

using the coupling variables and that they will enter the game

only at the end for relatively few iterations. This is probably

the case in many large applications, where from knowledge of the

problem it is possible to specify a value of y for which the
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~hole problem has a feasible solution, and then all of Phase 1

lnd most of Phase 2 can be done using CCA.

).5-1 General Strategy

Repeatedly, in the General Algorithm that will be presented

3.5-2, the values of y will be fixed as a parameter to reduce

roblem P to one with coupling constraints only. Whenever it is

not poss Ie to keep the values of y fixed anymore we will use

';he following General Strategy, or GS for short:

~)tep 1: Relax restrictions on y. If some component of y was

xed at some feasible value different from its bounds, introduce

t to the basis by increasing its value if this improves the

value of the objective function, or by decreasing it otherwise,

1 sing the usual Primal Simplex criteria to determine the out

t;oing variable.

~ tep 2: Optimize the objective function using the PBP strategy

to select the incoming variable (for this purpose consider

c.oupling columns as a block k+l).

3.5-2 A General Algorithm

All the previous consideration lead to the following

Ceneral Algorithm, whose flow-sheet is given in Figure 3:

Step 0: Fix the coupling variables at a value y = YO' If a

\a1ue of y is known for which the whole problem lS feasible it

can be used as YO' Otherwise an arbitary value between its

tounds can be taken.

~tep 1: Minimize on each block the sum of infeasibilities. If
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all problems get feasible go to Step 3. Else continue to Step 2.

Step 2: Use the General Strategy to minimize the sum of in

feasibilities for blocks (cow~on row constraints still relaxed).

If no feasible solution is attained STOP, the whole problem is

infeasible. Else fix y at its current value and continue to

Step 3.

Step 3: Use the Coupling Constraints Algorithm to minimize the

sum of infeasibilities in the common rows. If a feasible

solution is attained go to Step 5. Else continue to Step 4.

Step 4: Use the General Strategy to minimize the sum of in

feasibilities in the common rows. If no feasible solution is

attained STOP, the whole problem is infeasible. Else fix y

at its current value and continue to Step 5.

Step 5: Use the Coupling Constraints Algorithm to minimize the

objective function. If an unbounded solution is encountered

STOP, problem unbounded. Else continue to Step 6.

Step 6: Use the General Strategy to minimize the objective

function. If an unbounded solution is encountered STOP, problem

is unbounded. Otherwise the optimal solution is obtained.

3.5-3 Observations

The General Algorithm has been stated in terms of a

General Strategy and the Coupling Constraints Algorithm with the

following ideas in mind:

1) The General Strategy as stated in 3.5-1 is one

sensible strategy that takes advantage of the

structure of the problem by using the Partial Block
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FIGURE 3-a

Information Flow-sheet for General Algorithm

Fix y = YO

For each i = 1, ... ,k obtain
a feasible solution to

G. X.
1 1

X.

Use General Strategy to
minimize sum of in
feasibilities in blocks.

es

Fix y at
current value

STOP
problem

infeasible

Use CCA to mlnlmlze sum of
infeasibilities in common rows.

(Continues in Figure 3-b)
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FIGURE 3-b

(Continuation of Flow-Sheet In Fig. 3-a)

no

Use General Strategy to
minimize sum of
infeasibilities in common

es

Use CCA to optimize objective
function.

no

STOP
problem

STOP: solution
is unbounded

no

Use General Strategy to optimize
the objective function.

es

End:
Solution is optimal.
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Pricing strategy. If it turns out that better

results can be obtained by using a different

strategy, like (for example) pricing out coupling

variables only when block variables do not supply a

candidate, or every t cycles for t > 1, then it can

be used as General Strategy to the benefit of the

General Algorithm without any other modification.

2) Similarly, if an improved strategy is found for the

block-angular linear case with coupling constraints,

it can be adopted for the CCA to the advantage of the

General Algorithm.

3) Notice that if a y is known for which the whole problem

P is feasible, then the method reduces to the Coupling

Constraints algorithm followed by Step 6. Thus, when

there are no coupling variables it reduces to CCA.

At the end of Chapter 4, after analysing other partition

ing and decomposition methods, further strategies are compared.

3.6 Representation for Inverse and V Matrix

So far only some product form representation of the

inverse was assumed in describing the Updating of the Factorized

Representation of the Inverse. This assumption was not necessary,

it was used only because product form representations have been

found to be the most efficient ones for general large scale

linear problems, and this allowed us to speak of the updating

of an inverse in terms of adding a column eta or a row eta to

its representation, from which it is easy to obtain an intuitive
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feeling of the relative effort required to maintain and to carry

an inverse.

Thus for each basis we can use the representation that

gives the best results for its lnverse. For general sparse basis!

an L-U factorization inversion with the use of the Forrest-Toml

updating method for the triangular factors (see [14]) seem to

give the most economic representation, and hence it seems to be

the one to use for block inverses.

In certain cases though, some or all of the blocks may

have special structure which we can take advantage of. For

instance, if some block corresponds to a network, each basis

will be a tree and we do not have to keep an inverse, it suffices

to keep a set of pointers that allow us to reconstruct the tree

[7J. That is, the GBBF approach does not only give as the

advantages of a reduced BTRAN and FTRAN, but also allows us to

take advantage of the special structure of each block.

The Working Basis can be expected in general to be more

dense than the original matrix. Also its size may vary from one

iteration to the next and both row and column elementary matrices

may be required to update its inverse. Hence the Forrest-Tomlin

method can not be used. If the Working Basis is very dense an

explicit inverse (see [7J) will be best. Otherwise an L-U

factorization followed by product form updates can be used. For

the latter the following conditions will keep the density from

getting too high:

1) A fair proportion of vectors in the Working Basis can

be expected to consist of cornman row slacks and of
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other columns in DO ( see problem P).

2) Cornmon rows will consist of rows with non zeros In

more than one block> but not necessarily in all.

ColUITills belonging to a block having only zeros in a

cornmon row do not contribute in that row a non zero

to the Working Basis. The same is true if all columns

of a block having non-zero in a given cornmon row are

non basic, and even if some are basic, there is a

certain probability that it may still be so.

3) From Theorem 1 for a minimal Working Basis UA = O.

Besides these three points there are also some programming

considerations that make it advantageous to use a product form

representation for the Working Basis inverse: It is possible to

use essentially the same INVERT, BTRAN and FTRAN subroutines for

Working Basis and block inverses.

As for the V matrix, from (2.11)

-1Hence it is not mandatory to store V, Slnce in B
N

and

BwO we have all the information needed to carry out the computat

ions involving V. In BTRAN V is not needed anyhow when all the

variables not in the Working Basis are feasible, and so in this

case it would make no difference if we have stored V or not. In

FTRAN on the contrary all the block inverses would be required



in the last part of it which involves V. This is only justified

in case that the number of non zeros in all block inverses is

less than that in V. This would probably mean that the size of

the Working Basis is large, since the number of columns in V

equals that in the Working Basis, and the advantages of using

the GBBF approach are reduced with respect to a general method.

Hence for problems where it is advantageous to use the GBBF

approach, l.e. those leading to Working Basis with a relatively

small size, it is better to store V (i.e. store the non-zeros

of V).

Recall that in updating an incoming column d we calculate

first

dw

d -1
d= = BN

d s

A

where d lS the restriction of d to rows in the Working Basis.
w

Since this information is already available it seems convenient

to store the whole updated vector d. This way we also have

available the vectors forming the Working Basis and it is not

necessary to recompute them every time we want to invert it.

All that is required is a flag that tells us which rows are in

the WB and which ones are not.

In cases where storage restrictions do not allow to store

V, in addition to a higher computational effort in FTRAN it

becomes necessary to generate the row of V corresponding to the
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pivot row and which lS required In the updating procedure. As

can be readily seen from (2.11) this is equivalent to BTRAN

using the block inverse of the outgoing variable plus pricing

out the columns in the Working Basis with the nr thus calculated.

3.7 Other Considerations

Up to now we have implicitly assumed the use of the most

negative reduced cost as the criterium for selecting the column

to enter the basis among those that were priced out. Of course

other criteria and techniques widely used in the primal Simplex

Method are also possible here. So for instance mUltiple pricing

[30], i.e. where at each pricing operation the k columns having

the most negative reduced cost among those priced out are selected

as candidates and updated, and which are then used in a sub

optimization where the greatest change rule is applied to

determine the column to enter the basis.

There are also other criteria which do not look good in

general, but look promising when part of a GBBF approach. These

will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4, especially in

Section 4.1-5.
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CHAPTER 4

A UNIFYING APPROACH TO PARTITIONING

AND DECOMPOSITION METHODS

General Block-angular Basis Factorization allows us to

unify existing Partitioning and Decomposition methods (not

based on the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle) for solving

block-angular linear problems. In essence all of them can be

viewed as the Simplex Method using the GBBF representation for

the inverse, and rtiffering on the strategy as to the vector

pair selected to enter and to leave the basis.

For each method we will refer to the appropriate place

in the literature for its detailed description, and state it

here only in terms of the pivot strategy it uses. When necessary

we will expand somehow on alternative ways of implementing them.

We will first consider block-angular linear problems with

coupling constraints, then with coupling variables and finally

with both coupling constraints and variables.

4.1. Block-Angular Linear Problems with Coupling Constraints

As was discussed in 3.4-1, in this case the Working

Basis is always of constant size mO x rnO' and the updating

procedure for the factorized representation of the inverse
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simplifies to that in gure 2 because of the absence of Type B

variables. Many "Partitioning" or "Decomposit n" methods have

been proposed over the years for this class of problem. We

will now analyze them to identify their strategy in the Simplex

Method using GBBF (but not necessarily in the order in which

they were first presented). At the end of the section we look

at some new strategies which can be implemented efficiently

when using the GBBF approach in the Simplex Method.

4.1-1 Primal Simplex Strategy: Methods of Kaul ~,

Bennett QD and MUller-Mehrbach [27J.

All three authors proposed their methods independently

about the same time. Kaul's method is better known as General

ized GUB, (short for Generalized Generalized Upper Bounding

and MUller-Mehrbach's as the Method of Direct Decomposition [2

There are slight variations in their methods, but all correspond

to the GBBF Simplex Method using the usual primal strategy of

introducing into the basis the column with the most negative

reduced cost, and hence leading "to the same solution path as

the Simplex Method" [22J, [27J.

4.1-2 Rosen's Primal Partitioning Method [32J

We can distinguish three steps in the overall strategy

of Rosen's method:

Step 1: Solve all block problems to optimality. If some block

is infeasible STOP, the whole problem is infeasible. Else go

to Step 2.
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Step 2: Relax the non-negativity constraints on variables In

the block basis'. Solve the relaxed problem. If solution

infeasible STOP, the problem is infeasible. Else go to Step 3.

Step 3: Check if the relaxed non-negativity constraints are

satisfied. If so STOP, the solution is optimal. Else rearrange

variables between blocks and Working Basis as shown in Rosen

[32J for at least one block having a variable not satisfying

the non-negativity constraints. This way at least one infeasible

variable is exchanged to the Working Basis. Return to Step 2.

Observations:

1) The validity of the above strategy was proven by

Rosen in [32J. It follows also from the relaxation

strategy in Geoffrion [16J (see also Lasdon [24J),

of which this is a special case.

2) Notice that the relaxed problem in Step 2 could

be unbounded even though the whole problem is not.

To avoid this a bounding row making the sum of all

variables less or equal to a very large number is

added to the common rows. If this constraint is

binding in an optimal solution the whole problem is

declared to be unbounded.

3) Notice that at the end of Step 2 the solution is dual

feasible for the whole problem and after returning

from Step 3 at least one previously violated non

negativity constraint is enforced. Thus the solutions

in Step 2 form a non decreasing sequence of lower

bounds to the problem (assuming we are minimizing).
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4) Rosen D2] suggests using a primal strategy in

Step 2. In this case we can take advantage of the

savings in BTRAN with the PBP strategy. A primal

approach also allows us to handle the situation

when some block problem lS unbounded without adding

a bounding constraint to it. Other authors have

suggested using a dual approach (see Grigoriadis

[17]) in which case PBP could not be used, and a

bounding row would have to be added to any un-

bounded problem.

5) Notice that all the pivoting in Step 2 occurs in

the common rows, i.e. the outgoing column always

belongs to the WB~ leading to the easiest update

situation (see Fig. 2). This is a consequence of

relaxing the non-negativity constraints on variables

in the b 10 ck bas is I. It also implies that it is not

necessary to completely update the incoming column

on these rows That is, the V matrix is not

required in the forward transformation.

6) The dual form of Rosen's method is known as Gass'

Dualplex Method (see 4.2.-2).

4.1-3 Primal-Dual Strategy: Balas DJ, Knowles Cs2l
In this approach all block problems are first optimized.

This solution is then dual feasible for the whole problem, and

primal feasible except possible in the common rows. The Primal

Dual strategy is then employed to reduce the sum of
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infeasibilities in the common rows, maintaining a dual feasible

solution for the whole problem.

This strategy is intuitively appealing. Its computational

advantages will depend on how many non-basic columns there are

on each restricted primal, since if there is only one, the effort

per iteration is essentially the same as in a dual method. On

the otheT hand, if there are many, most of the work can be

expected to be on the primal iterations of the restricted problem,

and in this case we can take advantage of the savings in BTRAN

with PBP.

Balas first presented this algorithm as "An Infeasibility

Pricing Decomposition Method for Linear Programs (Version A)",

[lJ. Knowles [23J later wrote a FORTRAN code for a version of

the Algorithm. He obtained encouraging preliminary experimental

results.

infeasible only in the common rows. A constraint bounding the

sum of the variables to be less or equal to a very large number

has to be added in case of unbounded sUbproblems.

Ohse! s Dual Method [28J then uses the usual dual strategy (see

[7J), taking advantage of the reduction in computations when

using the factorized representation of the inverse whenever the

outgoing variable is basic in some block and vr = 0 (see Lemma 3).
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Any dual partial pricing scheme to select the outgoing variable

can be used. This allows some leverage as to what variable to

select to leave the basic set. Recall that the computational

effort to update the factorized representation of the inverse

depends exclusively on the position of the outgoing variable

(see 3.4-1), and hence in this method we can exert some influence

to fall into the easier cases.

Orchard-Hays Block-Product Algorithm [29] is a parametric method.

It modifies the right hand side of the cornmon rows to make the

dual feasible solution obtained after solving all block problems

also primal feasible. Then the right hand side of the cornmon

rows is varied parametrically to its original value.

Besides adding bounding constraints to handle unbounded

blocks, Orchard-Hays also shows how to get a dual feasible

solution when having non-unit vectors in DO (see D9J). This

same approach can be applied to the Primal-Dual and Dual methods

when necessary.

4.1-5 Other Strategies

Among many other possible strategies we would like to

mention two variations on primal strategies.

The Partial Block Pricing (PBP) primal strategy: referred to

already in section 3.4-2 and used in the Coupling Constraints

Algorithm which has given encouraging results on some test

problems (see Appendix A). All block problems are first

optimized (or made feasible). Then the PBP primal Strategy is

used to take advantage of the savings in the backward
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transformation that it makes possible when using the GBBF

method.

PBP with a Ratio Pricing Criteria: Ratio Pricing was proposed

originally by Markowitz (see Dantzig [7J). It requires taking

for each non-basic column a ratio of its updated coefficients

in the objective row and in the infeasibility row. Thus in the

usual product form methods two backward transformations, one

to obtain the prices on the objective row~ the other on the

infeasibility row, and two pricing operations, one to update

the coefficients in the objective row, the other those in the

infeasibility row, are necessary. This makes the computational

requirements excessive.

In this context a somehow modified ratio pricing rule is

proposed, which can be implemented efficiently on block-angular

problems when the GBBF approach is used.

Suppose that in Phase 1, for column j, d. is the reduced
J

cost for the minimization of the sum of infeasibilities, and

c. for the objective function. Then define
J

SD = {j d. < - 8} .
J

(4.1)

i.e. the set of columns that would decrease the sum of in-

feasibilities if introduced to the basis (8 is the 0 tolerance

for the reduced cost in the computer).

The ratio pricing criteria suggested by Markowitz lS:

choose
c

q =
dq

mln
c .

{---l
d.

J

j E: SD}
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i.e. Choose that column to enter the basis which gives the

maximum improvement in the objective function per unit decrease

in the sum of infeasibilities.

When solving block-angular linear problems with coupling

constraints, after optimizing all block problems, we then have

a solution which is dual feasible (unless some block gives an

unbounded solution) for the overall problem and primal in-

feasible only in the cornmon rows. Thus the objective function

will have a value below the optimum (minimizing case). Hence

we modify the ratio pricing criterium. Herewith define

SM = {j c. < -6 J E SD} (4.3)
J

SO = {j : Ie. I < 6 J E SD} ( 4 . 4 )
J

,

SP = {j c· > 0 J E SD} ( 4. 5 )
J

Then in Phase 1, if SD is empty the problem is infeasible.

Otherwise use the :

Ratio Pricing Criterium

Rule 1: If SM is empty use rule 2. Otherwise select the in-

corning variable so that

max
d.

{-.J..
c.

J

J E SM} (4.6)

i.e. maximize the reduction in the sum of infeasibilities per

unit improvement in the objective function.

Rule 2: If SO is empty use rule 3. Otherwise select the in-

corning variable s6 that
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= min {d.
J

J S SO} (4. n

Rule Select the incoming variable so that

c
q =

d
q

max
c.

{--S1
d.

J

J sSp} ( 4. 8 )

That is, if possible we select using rule 1 the column

that gives the highest decrease in the sum of infeasibilities

per unit improvement in the objective function. If there is no

column which improves both objectives then by rule 2 we select

the one that gives the greatest decrease in the sum of in-

feasibilities without affecting the objective function value.

If this set is empty we fall back on rule 3 and select to enter

the basis the column that gives the minimum increase in the

objective function (minimizing case) per unit decrease in the

sum of infeasibilities.

Observe that these pricing criteria have many points in

common with the Primal-Dual strategy, but they do not require

to keep a dual feasible solution and hence allow the use of

partial pricing.

Herewith we change SD to

SD. = {j
l

d. < -6
J

column j in block i} ( 4. 9 )

in (4.3) through (4.5). Then if we are in Phase 1 and SD i is

not empty we use the ratio pricing criterium.
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we proceed to another block. If it is empty for all blocks i

then the problem is infeasible. Now we can state the :

PBP Algorithm using the Ratio Pricing Criterium:

Step 1: Optimize each block problem (or make feasible). If

some problem is infeasible STOP, the overall problem is in-

feasible.

Step 2: ~Minimize the sum of infeasibilities in the common rows

using the Partial Block Pricing strategy with the above Ratio

Pricing criterium to select the incoming column among those

priced. If the minimum is not 0 STOP, the problem lS infeasible.

Step 3: Use the Coupling Constraints Algorithm to obtain the

optimum.

The difference with the Coupling Constraints Algorithm

lies in Step 2, which can be implemented efficiently using the

GBBF method. Hopefully when aChieving feasibility in the

common rows at the end of Step 2 the problem will be optimal

or near optimal requiring only a few Phase 2 iterations in

Step 3.

Implementation

Let IT = (ITO' IT l , ... ,IT k ) be the dual prices associated

with the objective function for the current basis and

° = (00' °1 "" 'Ok) be the dual prices associated with the sum

of infeasibilities for the current basis. Then when pricing out

a non-basic column in block i, we need to compute

d. = °0 D~ + O. G~ (4.10)
J J l J

and c . = ITO D~ + IT. G~ (4.11)
J J l J
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where D: is the restriction of column j to common rows and
J

"i .. . . .u. lts restrlct n to rows In ltS own block l. Thus we only
J

have to calculate °0 , ai' ITO and IT i and hence the number of

operations in the ~wo backward transformations will be pro-

portional to two times the number of non-zeros in the represen-

tat ion of the Working Basis and in that of the inverse of block

l. If the number of non-zeros in the representation of the

Working Basis is less than in anyone of the block inverses,

then probably for problems with 3 or more blocks this would

still be less than the number of operations in one backward

transformation using a general representation for the problem

inverse.

The pricing can be also done at only a small additional

cost. For each non-basic column block i compute first d. by
J

compute c ..
J

(4.10). If d. > -6 then j i SD. and it is not necessary to
J l

Otherwise c. is computed and we see which of the
J

three rules applies.

Thus the pricing effort increases by the percentage of

colu~ns that have a negative reduced cost for the sum of In-

feasibilities. Especially in the later stages these can be

expected to constitute a small fraction of the total number of

non-': asic columns.

4.1-6 Some Comments

Extensive experimental tests and comparisons In a

systematic way are necessary to determine which of the above

strategies will perform better for block-angular linear problems
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with coupling constraints when uSlng the GBBF Simplex Method.

Up to now there are only a few experiment results (see [2

[38J) and no comparisons available, which stresses the need for

Systems Optimization Laboratories (see Dantzig [6J) to remedy

this situation .

From practical considerations primal strategies have

the advantage (besides the savings in BTRAN when using GBBF)

that they can be used in conjunction with almost all combinations

of pricing and pivoting criteria used in current production

codes, so for instance besides pricing out at each pricing

operation only a subset of the non-basic variables (partial

pricing), several candidates may be selected and updated

(multiple pricing) using greatest change criteria in a sub

optimization involving only these candidates to determine which

ones are to be introduced to the basis and in what order.

4.2. Block-Angular Linear Problems with Coupling Variables

This is the special case of the general block-angular

problem P when there are no coupling constraints. It is the

dual problem to the block-angular problem with coupling

constraints analysed in 4.1. Of course one solution strategy

could be to dualize and then use anyone of the methods in 4.1.

It is however of interest to have methods that solve it directly,

since this structure arises often in applications involving

uncertainty (see [25J).

Also for block-angular linear problems with coupling

variables there are some methods that have been around for a
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long time and for which no experimental results are available.

4.2-1 Beale's Pseudobasic Variables Method ill
Beale's method uses a primal strategy. The central idea

is to treat the coupling variables as parameters in order to

preserve a square block-angular structure for the basis. After

a closer'look it becomes apparent that they are only treated as

parameters In the first part of the algorithm, where they are

fixed at a value for which the system is assumed to have a

solution. Later on they are really treated as basic variables;

however the algebra of the Simplex Method has been modified so

that the values of the incoming variable and of the other basic

variables are expressed as a function of one of the coupling

variables which is then allowed to change value until one of

the basic variables leaves the basic set. The value of the

111inking parameters" are modified in this process exactly as all

the other basic variables. Using GBBF Beale's method is equival

ent to the specialization of the General Algorithm to the case

when there are no coupling constraints.

4.2-2 Gass' Dualplex Method [lSJ

As has been pointed out before, this method can be viewed

as the dual of Rosen's algorithm (see 4.1-2). It assumes that

for a given Y = YO fixed all block problems have a feasible

solution. Its strategy expressed in terms of the GBBF Simplex
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Method is:

Step 1: Set k = O. Optimize each block problem for Y = YO'

If any problem is unbounded STOP, the whole problem is un-

bounded. Otherwise go to Step 2.

Step 2: Set k = k + 1. Solve a restricted problem where only

coupling variables are allowed to enter the basic set. If an

unbounded solution is encountered STOP, the problem is unbounded.

Otherwise continue to Step 3.

Step 3: Let Yk and rrk be the values for the Y variables and

for the dual prlces in the optimal solution at the end of step 2.

x Yk as a parameter. For each block use rrk to prlce out non-

basic block variables. If all price out optimal STOP, the

current solution is optimal. Otherwise exchange as many pseudo-

basic variables as possible with non-basic variables that price

out non-optimal. (0 t
.. k

bserve tha when flxlng Y as a parameter

BN becomes the true basis~ with all previously pseudo-basic

variables at value O. Since we pivot only in rows of pseudo-

basic variables the value of the solution does not change, and

hence at the end the solution from Step 2 is still feasible,

but not basic anymore). Return to Step 2.

4.2-3 Other Strategies

Both Beale and Gass assume the knowledge of an initial

y = YO for which each block problem has a feasible solution.

If this is not the case the problem can be set up in the usual

way, a Phase 1 Procedure to mlnlmlze the sum of infeasibilities.

If this minimum is greater than zero the problem is infeasible.
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Otherwise the value of Y in the first feasible solution is used

to start either method in Phase 2. With this added

feature Beale's method is equivalent to the specialization of

the General Algorithm in section 3.5-2 for the case when there

are no coupling constraints.

Alternatively the PBP strategy with the ratio-pricing

crite urn to select the incoming variable could be used in

Phase 1.

4.3. Block-Angular Linear Problems with CoupJing Constraints

and Variables

Only a few algorithms have been proposed in the literature

for the general problem P. They usually were worked out as

extensions of algorithms for the block-angular linear case with

coupling constraints, like for instance the Generalized GUB

method (see 4.1-1) and Rosen's algorithm (see 4.1-2). Extensions

of the Dual and Primal Dual strategies have not been presented,

probably because of the requirement of having a dual feasible

solution at hand to start the procedures.

1 Primal Strategy: Hartman and Lasdon's Method [20J

Hartman and Lasdon use the usual Primal Simplex Strategy.

They develop a basis factorization scheme in which a column

corresponding to a block variable that becomes pseudo-basic lS

dropped from the block basis together with the row in which it

was basic, thus reducing the size of the block basis. Hence all

basis' may vary in size. Besides they do not require the Working
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Basis to be minimal. To avoid it increasing too much, checks

are done which require doing some computation.

They present some computational results of their method

for a special class of production and inventory problems. For

a given problem, the smaller the size of the Working Basis, the

faster the iterations. In particular overall solution time is

smallest if coupling columns are not introduced into the basis

in Phase 1 (unless necessary); to keep the Working Basis small.

These observations agree with our analysis in 3.5.

4.3-2 Ritter's Method [31J

Ritter's method amounts to a generalization of Rosen's

method to problems having also coupling variables. It uses the

same relaxation strategy as Rosen's, (see also Geoffrion ~6J

and 4.1-2) with a slightly different criteria as to which

variables to relax and which violated relaxed variables to

enforce to account for the presence of the coupling variables.

All comments on Rosen's method (see 4.1-2) apply also here (with

some slight modifications In some cases). We state his method

under the assumption that a YO is known for which all blocks

have a feasible solution.

Step 1:

Step 2:

For Y = YO fixed, optimize all blocks.

Relax non-negativity constraints on variables correspon-

ding to the block basis'. Solve the relaxed problem (no restric

tions on coupling variables). If the relaxed problem has no

solution STOP, the problem is infeasible.

Step 3: Check if the relaxed non-negativity constraints are
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satisfied. If so STOP, the solution is optimal. Otherwise

l'earrange variables between blocks and Horking Basis as in

cosen's algorithm for at least one block having a variable not

satis ing the non-negativity constraints. Hhenever according

o this rule a coupling variable associated with the Working

Basis has to be switched with a block basic variable in its own

tlock, the size of the Working Basis is instead increased by

c. dding the b 10 c k bas i c - col umn and its pi v 0 t row to it. This

ay at least one column associated with an infeasible variable

js introduced to the Working Basis. Return to step 2.

Observe that when using the GBBF approach, besides step 1,

also step 2 is the same as Rosen's and Ritter's algorithms, i.e.

relax non-negativity constraints on basic variables not in the

V,'orking Bas is.

Only the rearrangement procedure in step 3 is more general

in Ritter's method to account for the coupling variables. Thus

the five observations which we presented earlier in 4.1-2 after

RJsen's method apply here.

4.3-3 Other Strategies

The General Algorithm presented in 3.5 is another example

of a primal strategy, more refined than the usual simplex

strategy to get the most out of the structure of the problem.

The ratio-pricing technique described in 4.1-5 is another

possibility that looks promising and can be extended directly

t problems with coupling variables and constraints because it

does not require dual feasibility. It was not incorporated into
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the General Algorithm because it is still untested, as compared

to the Partial Block Pricing strategy with the most negative

reduced gradient criteria used in CCA. If tests later show that

Partial Block Pricing with the ratio-pricing criterium is more

efficient, it should be incorporated into the General Algorithm.

Of the strategies for block-angular linear problems with

couplin~ constraints that require dual feasibility, the easiest

to extend is Orchard-Hays parametric strategy (see 4.1-4).

Recall that in this approach, after solving all block problems,

the right hand side in the common rows is changed to force the

current solution to be both dual and primal feasible. For

problems with coupling constraints and variables the same thing

can be done also to the cost coefficients in the coupling con

straints to force them dual feasible after all block problems

have been optimized. After this, both the modified cost co

efficients on the coupling variables and the modified right hand

side of the common rows are forced back to their old values using

a parametric technique.

4.4. Specializations of the General Algorithm

To end this Chapter we want to mention the specializations

of the General Algorithm for some special cases.

For block-angular linear problems with coupling constraints

it reduces to the CCA method described in 3.4. Furthermore, if

each block corresponds to a GUB set, then the CCA method in turn

reduces to the GUB algorithm (see [12J), in which for each GUB

set we initially select as key variable the one making the GUB
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set feasible and giving the best value for the objective function.

For block-angular problems with coupling variables the

General Algorithm specializes to the same strategy as Beale's

Pseudo-basic Variables Method (see 4.2-1),
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CHAPTER 5

NESTED FACTORIZATION

5.1 General

Imbedded in block-angular structures are blocks which

themselves are of block-angular form etc. recursively. Thus

the application of GBBF in the Simplex Method could lead to many

levels of representation of inverses in factorized form. In the

following the special case of block-angular structures with cou-

pIing constraints will be considered to show how the basis fac-

torization approach developed so far lends itself naturally to

nested applications. Later these results will be applied to the

solution of Staircase Problems.

5.2 Notation and Concepts

Recall

from (2.7) BT = BN BW V

k
from (1. 3) BN = IT B.

i=l l
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and from (1.2)

r
~O... 0 ... 0
L ,

L

l

A

B. = B.
J J

. T
~k

We can write for (1.2)

r I A.
Or Or J

1 1
A

B. = x 'r.
J J

. I ' I
k k

and hence

IIOT 1
0

-"-1 1 1
\

A_I
-I 'r. 'B: lB. x

J
-I

J J

l ' I 'I
k k

(5.1)

In the nested factorizations that will be considered

here, at least for one j B. has the structure of a blockangular
J

problem with coupling constraints, i.e. of the type:
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and we can represent its inverse in factorized form. Again

some of the blocks in B. could have the blockangular structure
J

(5.3) and so on, and hence we could have many levels of factor-

ization.

The basis factorization developed in Chapter 2 will be

referred to as a 1 level factorization (or the level 1 facto-

ization) and accordingly its Working Basis will be called the

level I Working Basis and its block basis' the level I block

basis'. If one or more of the block basis' are factorized again,

then each one of them gives rise to a level 2 Working Basis and

to level 2 block basis'. To simplify this process we would like

to represent it in the following by a tree-like diagram (which

will be called the !!associated tree!!):

(5. 4 )

2

3
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Here a directed arc represents a basis. If an arc

does not end in a node it means that a general representation

is used for the inverse of the basis it represents. Otherwise

a factorized representation is used and we associate the Work

ing Basis and V matrix of the factorization with the node, and

each one of the block basis' with an outgoing arc.

For example, for a blockangular basis BT with three

blocks

would be the associated tree if

factorization is not used

if we factorize

Further, if block 2 has also a block-angular structure with two

blocks, then

would be the associated tree of

this 2 level factorization.

Notice that the level of a basis corresponds to the

number of nodes in the path starting from the origin that leads

to it.

As with the basis, we can use the associated tree to

represent the classification of the columns of the problem.

That is, all columns in a matrix correspond to an arc. If it

does not lead to a node the columns are not subdivided further.

Otherwise we associate with each outgoing arc the sub-matrix
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of columns belonging to the block whose basis l represents.

For simplicity we assume that at any level of the factoriza ion

all columns in a block-angular matrix belong to some block (i.e.

= 0 (see 2.1)). This way each path corresp nds to d subset

of the problem columI1S having a particular structure.

5.3. A Nested Updating Procedure

Le IC be the incoming column,

OC be the outgoing column, and

EC be the column in the Working Basis that is

exchanged with the OC in some block (when

ever the case arises).

It will be convenient to modify the Information Flow-

Sheet of the Updating Procedure for Block-angular near Prob-

This modified Information Flow-Sheet

lems with Coupling Constraints (see Figure 2), so that the up

dating of the inverse of a block basis is done as a last step

(when the case arises).

lS shown in Figure 4.

Observe that when the OC is in the Working Basis on

its inverse is updated and a column is replaced in the V matrix,

independently of the representation used for the block inverses.

In the other cases, due to the replacement of one column by an

other in some block basis, the representation of its inverse

has to be updated as a last step using the appropriate updating

procedure. If a factorized representation is used for it, then

we can use again the scheme in Figure 4.

In general then, whenever a block basis has to be up-
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FIGURE 4

Modified Information Flow-sheet of Updating
Procedure for Block-angular Linear Problems

wi th Coupling Cons traints

A

no

yes

Determine EC as in
theorem 3. Update WB
inverse by row eta.
Update V to account
for the exchange.

Replace OC in WB.
Update its inverse by
column eta. Replace
column in V.

Set IC = EC

Replace OC in WB.
Update its inverse by
column eta. Replace
column in V.

Replace OC by IC in block basi
and update its inverse.

END
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dated, a check is made to determine whether a facto zed re-

presentation is used for its inverse. If not we proceed as e-

fore. Otherwise first the OC is replaced by the IC in the Aj

matrix (see (5.2», and then the procedure in Figure 4 lS used

to update its factorized representation. The resulting Nested

Updating Procedure is shown in Figure 5. For simplicity indices

have been omitted except to indicate the level of fact rization,

since the position of the OC uniquely determines the path that

is taken.

Recall from section 2.3 that

Thus, knowing the pivot row and having the representa-

tion of the IC in terms of its block basis we can update the

V matrix before updating the block inverse. In the nested fac-

torization case, however, it may turn out that in order to up-

date the latter a pair of columns has to be exchanged between

its Working Basis and one of its block basis'. s permutation

requires the switching of the rows of V corresponding to the

pivot rows of the exchanged columns. This is included as the

last step in Figure 5. All it requires is storing the • pIn.J.orma-

tion about the pivot rows of columns that have been exchanged

(at most a pair for each level of factorization) and the actual

switching of the rows (or the switching of the row indices of

its nonzero coefficients) in the affected V matrices can be post-

poned until they are needed for the first time for g backward
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FIGURE 5

Nested Updating Procedure

Set i = 1, WB(i) = viB

no es

yes
Replace OC in WB(£).
Update its inverse by
column eta. Reolace
column in V( i ) -.

Y"10

Determine EC as in
theorem 3. Update
inverse of WB(i) by row
eta. Update V(i) to
account for exchange.

Replace OC by IC in block
basis and update its
inverse.

Retrace' the updating
path on associated tree
and if necessa~y switch

Set IC = EC

Replace OC in WB(i).
Update its inverse by
column ~ta. Replace

Replace OC by IC in
a matrix of block
basis. Set ~=i+l

and WB(i) to those
of this factorizat
ion.
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or a forward transformation. Some properties of the Nested Up-

r osition 2:

ating Procedure are summarized in the following:

If L is the maximum level of factorization,max

then to update the factorized representation of the inverse

after the replacement of one column by another in the basis, at

most L + 1 of the WB1s and block inverses and L of themax max

V matrices have to be updated. Moreover,

a) if the outgoing variable is in a level k WB, at most k of the

WB inverses and k - 1 of the V matrices have to be updated, and

b) if the outgoing variable is in a level k block basis (that

is not factorized further), then at most k + 1 of the WB and

block inverses and k of the V matrices have to be updated.

froof: Suppose the OC is on a level k basis. Then for levels

~ = 1,2, ... ,k - 1 we cycle on the loop in Figure 5 and each time

we have to update at most one WB inverse and one V matrix (if

vA ~ 0), i.e. k - 1 in all. For t = k if the OC is in the WB

we update its inverse and finish (except possible for switching

rows on V matrices already modified) which shows a). If the OC

lS on a block basis (that is not factorized further), then it

may be necessary to update the k - th level WB and V matrix be-

side the block inverse of the OC, and hence b). The first part

follows from b) with k = Lmax ! I

5.4. Nested Factorization in the Simplex Method

As was discussed earlier (see section 3) a representa-
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tion of the inverse is needed in a revised Simplex Method to

perform two kinds of calculations: the backward and the for-

ward transformations:

5.4-1 Backward Transformation

In section 3.1 the backward transformation for the 1

level factorization

is considered as consisting of three steps:

Step 1: Calculate C = CV- l

"- AA-l
Step 2 : Calculate IT = CBW

Step 3 : Calculate IT = ITB- l
N

In particular, when all level 1 blocks are feasible,

Step 1 is not required. For Step 3 we had

A
ITO = ITO

and
A -1IT. = (IT. ITOA.)B. i ::: 1, ... , k (relation (3.5»

l l l l

-1B.
l

If a factorized representation is used for B., i.e.
l

, then by letting

(5.5)
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i

He obtain

IT. = C
l

-1 "-l"-l-l= c. V. BT'J~
l l v'· •

l l

(5.6)

l.e. the same relationship as in (3.3). Thus it is possible to

lse the above three steps for the calculation of IT.. Notice though
l

by (5.5) that now all components of C. may be nonzero and Step 1
l

has to be performed no matter if in Phase 1 or in Phase 2. Other-

se everything is as before and the same approach can be extended

o higher levels of factorization.

roposition 3: If k is the number of arcs in a path of the as-

ociated tree, then to calculate the components of the price vec-

IT needed to price out the columns corresponding to that path,

c the k inverses and k - 1 V matrices associated to it are re-

red in the backward transformation.

roof: By induction. It is true for k = 1 and k = 2, i.e. no fac-

orization and level 1 factorization. Assume it is true for

= 1, ... ,~, ~ > 2. Let a subindex 0 denote the common rows and a

ubindex i the rows in block i for the level 1 factorization.

fartition a column d according to this into

d Then if d belongs to block i

for j = l, ... ,k , j f. i

d.
l

= 0
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'To com-

tThus to compute IT d for columns associated to an arc

of length k = ~ + 1 we have to compute ITOdO and IT i

pute ITOd O' ITO is required, for whose calculations only the level

1 WB inverse is needed. To compute IT.d. is equivalent to pric
l l

ing out the columns associated with a path of length k - 1 = £

in the associated tree of the block basis B. and hence by the In
l

ductive 'assumption only £ inverses and ~ - 1 V matrices are

needed to calculate the components of the IT. vector required for
l

'fl v. Thus it is also true for k = ~ + 1. I II ,

5.4-2 Forward Transformation

As discussed in section 3.2 the forward transformation for

a column d from block i can be expressed as

- "-l"-l"-ld = V -B B. dw l

Then by (1.6) and (5.2)

d. -1
= B. d.

l l l

" "dO = dO A.d.
l l

"d. = 0 J = 1, ... ,k j ~ i
J

Thus as a first step

d.
l

-1= B. d.
l l

(5. 8 )

has to be calculated.

form

If B~l is represented in a factorized
l
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d~ =
l

'" "'" 1'" 1= V~l- - B~ .d.
l lJ l

( S . 9 )

vJhere is the basis of the j-th block in the factorization of
J

., and to which d. is assumed to belong. But this is the same re-
l l

ation as for the level 1 forward transformation and hence it is

possible to cont ue on the same lines for higher levels of fac-

to zation.

Proposition 4: To update a column corresponding to a path of length

k, only the k inverses and k - 1 V matrices associated with that path

are required in the forward transformation.

] roof: By induction. From the no factorization and the 1 level

factorization it is true for k = 1 and k = 2. Assume it is true

)rk=l, ... ,9, 9, > 2. Then for k = 9, + 1, by relations (3.8)

and (S.7) a column d can be updated from knowledge of the level

- WB inverse, V matrix and one block inverse. The latter is used

10 calculate d. =
l

-1
d. (see (S.8»).

l
But this corresponds to up-

ating a column associated to a path of length k - 1 = 9, in the

Clssociated tree of the block basis B. and hence by the inductive
l

cc;cosumption only 9, inverses and 9, - 1 of the V matrices are required.

Thus together with the level 1 WB and V matrix a total of 9, + 1 In-

verses and 9, V matrices are used. . '. True for 9, ~ true for

£+1. II

S.4-3 Observations

Consider a multilevel basis factorization where for L
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levels each level ~ block basis can in turn be factorized v

lng rise to two or more level ~ + 1 block basis'. Then the num

ber of arcs in the associated tree, and hence the number of in

verses and matrices in the total factorized representation, in

creases exponentially with L. But according to propositions 2

and 4 the effort to update the total factorized representation

of the inverse as well as that to update an incoming column in

terms of a basis increases only linearly, since it involves only

the terms associated with one path. By proposition 3 the same

is also true for the work on the backward transformation when

pricing out only the columns associated with one path.

Observe that the advantages of factorization do not stem

from it giving a more economic representation for the inverse

(which is certainly not the case) but from the fact that on a

fraction of the total information needs to be used on any itera

tion. Thus, if this fraction involves a smaller number of non

zeros than a general representation it will be of advantage to

use the factorized representation.

5.5 The General Algorithm Using Nested Factorization

Recall the Coupling Constraints Algorithm developed in

3.4-2. In Step 1 all block-problems are optimized. Then in

Step 2 the PBP strategy is used to take advantage of the reduc

tions in BTRAN that are made possible by the use of a factorized

representation of the inverse (i.e. to price out columns asso

ciated with one path only). In a generalization to nested fac

torization both steps require or allow modifications.
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For Step 1 notice that in the nested case each block

problem is a block-angular linear problem with coupling con

straints and can be solved by using the Coupling Constraints

Algorithm.

For Step 2 it is possible to specialize the PBP strategy

to p cing out columns in only one path, or in some subset of

he path2. Although pricing out columns in only one path at a

t would minimize time per iteration, it could tend to increase

the number of iterations if there are too many paths, because

he candidate is selected from a small subset of the non basic

columns, and hence is likely to be dropped later on.

Probably the best would be to select a set of complete

paths whose set of arcs and nodes form a subtree, and to price

out nonbasic columns associated with it. As a straight exten

sion of Proposition 3 it is possible to show that only the in

"erses and V matrices associated with that subtree will be re

quired in the backward transformation. Moreover, if suitable

criteria exist for what constitutes a "good" candidate (not only

an improving one) it is possible to start pricing out columns

on one path and calculate only the components of the IT's needed

for it, and continue with columns on other paths, one path at a

time, calculating IT components when needed, and stopping when

ever a "gOOd" candidate is found. Based on limited experience

with QUB there is evidence that the standard simplex criteria

when applied to the above restricted set of columns will select

good candidates for the full problem.

In the following the use of such a PBP strategy lS as-
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sumed. Then the General Algorithm for the Nested Case can be

stated in terms of the next two steps:

Step 1: On each path solve the block problems associated

with its last arc (i.e. those that are not factorized further).

If one such problem is infeasible STOP, the whole problem is in-

feasible. Otherwise set ~ = L and go to Step 2-a.max

Step 2: 2-a) Solve each level ~ blockangular block prob-

lem uSlng the PBP strategy. If some problem is infeasible STOP,

the whole problem is infeasible. Otherwise go to 2-b.

2-b) If ~ > 1 set ~ = ~ - 1 and return to 2-a. Other-

wise the solution is optimal (or unbounded, if the problem is

unb ounded ) .

5.6 Application to Staircase Problems

5.6-1 The Staircase Problem

Consider the problem

max Z

s . t .

(SP)

Z + C1Xl + C2X2 + C
3

X
3 + + C X = 0.. 1'1 II 1'1 ••• n n

A1Xl = b l

D1Xl + A2X2 = b 2

D2X2 + A
3

X
3 = b

3

'D X + A X = b
n-l n-l n n n

X. > 0 i = 1" ... ,nl
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where for i = 1, ... , n

A. is a m. x n. matrix
l l l

X. is a Y' x 1 matrixH'
l l

b. is a m. x 1 matrix
l l

C. lS a 1 x n. matrix
l l

and for ,i = l, ... ,n - 1

D. lS a m· 1 x n. matrix
l l+ l

The above problem is called a Staircase Problem (SP),

because of the staircase pattern of the nonzeros in its matrix.

The SP can be expressed more compactly as

n
min I

i=l
C.X.

l l

s . t .

D. IX. 1 + A.X. = b.
l- l- l l l

X. > 0
l

i = 2, ... ,n

i = l, ... ,n

Relations D. IX. I + A.X. = b. will be referred as the
l- l- l l l

i - th "stage lf or lftime lf period; AIX
l

= b, as the first stage

(or time) period.

5.6-2 Nested Factorization for the Staircase Problem

Observe that for any stage (except the first and the last),
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the variables with non-zero coefficients can on have non-zero

coefficients in the preceeding and the following stage. Hence

if one stage is removed, say the k-th, then problem SP reduces

to two smaller independent staircase problems, i.e.

k-l
min I

i=l
c .x.

l l

s . t . AIXl = b l

D. 1X. 1 + A.X. = b. l = 2, ... ,k 1
l- l- l l l

(SP l ) x. > 0 l = 1, ... ,k 1
l

and
n

min I C.X.
i=k l l

s . t . D. 1 X. 1 + A. X. = b. l = k + 1, ... , n
l- l- l l l

(SP 2 ) x. > 0 i = k, ... ,n
l

Instead stage k together with the objective row can be

considered as the common rows (coupling constraints) of a block-

angular linear problem with coupling constraints which has two

blocks--the first block is formed using stages 1 through k - 1

and the second using stages k + 1 through n. Each of these, in

turn, has a staircase structure of lower dimensionality, which

can also be treated in the same way leading to an application of

nested factorization.

In particular by choosing at each level of factorization

the stage in the "middle" of the staircase as the coupling stage,

it can be ensured that each resulting block problem will have
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a staircase structure which at most half the number of stages.

Proposition 5: Let i for i I ~ i < iF be the indices of the

stages of a staircase problem, where i I is the index of the

first stage and iF the index of the last stage. Then if the

stage with index i k = i I + [(iF - i I + 1)/2J is removed (where

Ixi stands for integer value of X), each one of the two resulting

staircase problems with indices i I S i < ik-l and i k + 1 < i

have at most half the number of stages in the original one.

Proof: If (i~ - i + 1), the number of stages in the staircase,
.L I

lS even then [(iF - i
I

+ 1)/2J = (iF - i
I

+ 1)/2

and

2

The number of stages in the first resulting staircase is

2

i. e. half the number of stages of the old one. The second must

have one stage less and hence also less than half those of the

old one. IF (iF - i
I + 1) is odd, then the number of stages in

the first resulting staircase is
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and in the second

but iF - i I is even so

<
i 

F
2

II

Proposition 6: If N is the total number of stages of a stair-

case problem which is factorized, using the rule in Proposition

5 to choose the coupling stage, until in all branches there are

single stage block problems, then the maximum level of factor-

ization is given by

Ig N

L =max Ig 2

Comment: A staircase problem with N = 31 time periods would

have four levels of factorization.

Proof: Consider the values of N for which 2k < N < 2k +l for

k = 1,2 .... For different values of k this covers all N > 2,

which are of interest here. For k = 1, 2 < N ~ 3, Lmax = 1

and it is true. Assume it is true for k = 1, 2, ... ,~, ~ > 1.

Th f · ~+l < N < 2~+2.en or ~ + 1 conslder the values of N such that 2

Selecting a coupling stage as in Proposition 5 each resulting
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£+1block has N. < 2 ,l = 1,2, and by inductive hypothesis these
l

can be factorized vlng a maximum level of factorization of £,

and hence a total of Q, + 1 is obtained for k = Q, + 1.

for k < Q, ==+ true for k < Q, + 1.

5.6-3 Observations

true

II

From the development in section 5.6-2 it is apparent that

the algorithm in 5.5 can be applied to solve staircase problems.

Observe that:

1) The Working Basis has, for each factorization

the same number of rows as that associated with the time period.

Thus in the overall factorization of the inverse there will be

one inverse associated with each time period. About half of

this 'inverse will correspond to block basis' in the final level

of factorization and the rest to Working Basis' at all levels.

2) The maximum level of factorization is given by

L = [lg N/lg 2J ( by Proposition 6). Thus to price out themax

columns of any time period only [lg N/lg 2J inverses will be

required for the backward transformation (by Proposition 3).

Similarly for the forward transformation by Proposition 4.

3) To update the factorized representation of the prob-

lem inverse after the replacement of one basic column by another,

at most [lg N/lg 2J + 1 inverses (each of the dimension of a

stage) and [lg N/lg 2J V matrices have to be updated (by Proposi

tion 2).

4) By the mechanics of the general algorithm, the solu-

tion of an N stage staircase problem reduces to the solution of
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about N/2 independent one stage problems as a first step. As a

second step the PBP strategy is used on the block-angular prob

lems resulting from linking at each level 2 problems from the

previous level through a coupling stage.

5.6-4 Other Nested Factorization Approaches for Staircase

PToblems

Dantzig [5] suggests that every other stage be considered

as blocks of a block-angular problem and the remaining ones as

the common rows, then the Working Basis when formed will have a

staircase structure with only half the number of stages. He

suggests factorizing the WB further along the same lines in a

nested way until only one stage is left. Since in the GBBF

method a WB inverse may be updated by both elementary column

and elementary row matrices, it becomes necessary to develop

formulas to update the factorized representation of the inverse

when a row matrix updates the unfactorized representation.

Especially when there are many levels of factorization, it is

necessary to follow the implications of one such update on all

terms and quantities related to all higher levels of the fac

torization. Thus the nested updating procedure in this case

can be expected to be more complex than in the approach taken

In 5.6-2.

Observe also that if the first stage in an N stage Stair

case Problem is taken as the common rows, then the resulting

block-angular problem with coupling constraints has only one

block, whose structure is staircase with N - 1 stages. This
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approach leads to a nested factorization with an N - 1 level

of factorization. By the results in proposition 2, 3 and 4 the

effort in updating the representation of the inverse, or for a

backward transformation or a forward transformation depends on

he maximum level of factorization, which in this case grows

linearly with N instead of logarithmically as in the approach

~aken in 5.6-2. Hence it appears to be less promising and will

not be pursued further.

On the other hand, by considering the last stage of a

staircase basis as a block problem in a block-angular basis fac

torization, a WB with an N - 1 stage staircase is obtained. By

treating each such resulting staircase WB in the same way this

leads to an N - 1 level factorization. A nested factorization

along these lines was proposed by Saigal [34] for staircase

problems.

5.6-5 Efficiency Considerations

Observe that, as was pointed out in 5.4-3, the advantages

of factorization do not derive from a more economic representa

tion for the inverse (for, in general, this will not be the case)

but from the fact that only a fraction of the total information

needs to be used on any given iteration, and if this fraction

happens to involve a smaller number of nonzeros (than would a

general representation) it will be of advantage to use the fac

torized representation of the inverse.

These advantages can be expected to be independent of the

level of factorization whenever only the information correspond-
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ing to one path in the associated tree is required, as for In

stance for the forward transformation and for updating the

verse.

Also for the backward transformation when only columns

associated with one path are priced out. As the level of fac

torization increases the number of paths in the associated tree

can be expected to increase exponentially with it and the col

umns associated with anyone path are likely to constitute a

small fraction of the total. In this case although pricing out

the columns corresponding to only one path would be best as re

gards time per iteration, it may increase too much the total

number of iterations to solve the problem, because the candidate

is selected from a small subset of the non-basic columns, and

there is high probability of the selected column being dropped

later from the basis.

But if columns associated with more than one path are

priced out, for example those corresponding to some sUbtree,

then from some level on, say level k, all the terms in the fac

torized representation of a level k block inverse are required

for the backward transformation. In this case a general repre

sentation may be more economic for the block inverses at level

k, limiting the maximum level of factorization to k.

Only extensive experimental tests on a variety of real

problems can tell whether or not this limitation is outweighted

by the possible advantages in the forward transformation and in

the updating of the representation of the inverse.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

A General Block-angular Basis Factorization (GBBF)

method has been presented together with an efficient procedure

to update the factorized representation of the inverse after

one column replaces another in the basis.

The use of this representation of the inverse in a

revised Simplex Method for block-angular linear problems has

the advantage that, though the total number of non-zeroes in

the factorized representation may be higher than for a general

representation of the inverse, only a fraction of these terms

need to be used and updated on any given iteration.

It also allows to unify existing Partitioning and De

composition methods (not based on Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition

principle) as variants of a revised Simplex Method using the

GBBF form of the inverse, differing from each other with respect

to the criteria used to select the vector pair to enter and to

leave the basis. This opens the way to extensive testing to

compare these methods on practical problems since only one

computer program has to be written, having the different strategy

options to select the vector pair to enter and leave the basis.

The approach is easily extended to nested applications
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and can be applied in particular to the solution of staircase

problems.
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APPENDIX

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE COUPLING

CONSTRAINTS ALGORITHM

In Figures Al and A2 a more detailed information flow-

sheet for the two step Coupling Constraints Algorithm is given

(see section 3.4-2). This algorithm was implemented in a

FORTRAN computer code under the name G-GUB. G-GUB in turn was

developed as an extension of LPMl, and all incore FORTRAN linear

programming code written at Stanford by J.A. Tomlin. LPMl stores

the problem matrix by columns packed in a vector of non-zeroes,

a vector of the same dimensions giving for each non-zero co

efficient its row index, and a vector giving for each column the

position of its first non-zero element in the two above vectors.

The eta file is stored according to the same principle. It uses

an L-U factorization for inverting the basis, followed by product-

form updates.

The G-GUB FORTRAN Code

G-GUB was conceived as an out-of-core code, where at each

time data for one block, matrix and eta file, is held in-core In

the form required by LPMl, while in the meantime the data for

all other blocks is kept on a disk. The working basis inverse,

D and V are stored In the same way as a block O. Whenever we
0
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need the data for another block, the one in-core is written

out to disk (unless it has not changed) and the new one is read

In. Due to the packing scheme used by LPMl, which was designed

as an in-c re code, the 1-0 operations for G-GUB are somehow

inefficien From the view point of analysing experimental

results however, this is not serious. For an experimental code

ike G-GUB the time spent on 1-0 can be measured, which allows

us to make comparisons on computation times alone, or to have

an estimate of the effect of inefficiencies due to 1-0. Because

of this, it was felt that the time involved in coding could be

considerably shortened by adapting an existing LP code instead

of writing a new one with superior 1-0 facilities.

Other computational characteristics of G-GUB are:

1) Block inverses were inverted whenever Nl new etas

had been added to it since its last inversion. The same for

the working basis. (For tests Nl = 30).

2) Every N2 iterations the solution was recomputed by

solving XB = V-lB~lB;lb. A first step for this is to calculate

for each i -1= 1, ... , k, B
l
· = B. b ..

l l
When doing this the accuracy

If the maximum row errorof the computed 6
1

was checked.

exceeded a tolerance, the corresponding block basis was re-

inverted even though it was not necessary by the criterium in

-1
(1). At the same time the corresponding V. = B. C. was re-

l l l

computed using the new representation for the inverse. After

this step the working basis was reinverted with its recomputed

columns. The accuracy of the thus recomputed XB was always

found to be good. (For tests N2 = 60).
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3) All computations were performed on an IBM 360/91 at

the tanford Linear Acceleration Center (SLAC). The computing

times reported are CPU seconds.

Description of Problems

Three problems were available. They are described in

Table 1.

Table 1. Description of Problems

Problem FIXMAR FORESTRY DINAMICO

'rotal number of rows 325 404 417

Total number of columns 452 603 527

Total density 1. 8% 1. 6% 1. 8%

Number of blocks 4 6 3

Common rows 18 11 56

Block 1 density 92/114/ 6 . 0% 73/103/ 6 . 1% 117/177/ 3. 9%rows/column/

Block 2 73/94/
5.4%

47/71/
12.3% 108/164/4. 3%

Block 7 57/125/ 3. 5% 69/109/ 8 . 9% 136/192/ 4. 5%./

Block 4 85/118/8 . 7% 72/134/ 5 . 7%

63/89/
12.1%

Block 5

Block 6 69/97/
7.4%
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rst Runs

The first experiments~ with an early version of the code,

were done to compare solution times of G-GUB and MPS-360. The

resu ts wi h the two problems available at that time are given

in Table 2. Note that the solution times of the experimental

first version G-GUB is comparable with that of the commercial

MPS-360 system

Table 2. Solution times uSlng G-GUB and MPS-360

~
G-GUB G-GUB

making first making first
Problem blocks feasible blocks optimal MPS-360

FIXMAR 22 21 36

DINArlICO 126 113 112

Second Runs

The above times for G-GUB were considered encouraging.

It was felt that for later tests LPMl should be used as the

standard LP since then the times would not be affected by

differences in the codes and would be directly comparable.

Besides, if G-GUB performed better, it was important to determine

to what degree this was due to the Step 1 Procedure, to the

GBBF representation, or to the partial pricing strategy used in
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conjunction with this latter one.

Therefore some slight modifications were introduced to

the code, which allowed us to test different options. These

options were

A) Basis representation using GBBF or the standard

LPMl LU factorization with product form updates

for the basis of the whole problem.

B) Step 1: Here we considered three options (1) solving

blocks to optimality, (2) making blocks feasible or

(3) use standard Phase 1 without treating blocks first.

C) Pricing: (1) Partial Block Pricing (PBP) or (2)

total pricing at each iteration (total).

By a combination of these options the following strategies could

be tested:

Basis
Strategy Representation Step 1 Pricing

-1 GBBF feasibility PBP

0 GBBF optimality PBP

1 GBBF optimality total

2 GBBF no PBP

3 GBBF no total

5 LPMl no total

5a LPMl no PBP

Using problem FIXMAR these strategies were compared. The

results are given in Table 3.
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Ie 3. Comparis on of s trategies on prob lem FIXJv1AR

Strategy -1 0 1 2 3 5 5a

Tota.l CPU SPI" 22.12 21. 04 25.45 38.52 38.70 35.02 47.65

Core used l56k 156k l56k l56k l56k 200k 200k

I/O 0PTT sec 4. 2.98 4.35 10.99 10.53 -- --
v~ v

Total-I/O
CPU sec 17.82 18.06 21.10 27.53 28.17 35.02 47.65

Comp. time/
S-cep 2 iter. 3.35 3.46 4.42 3.40 4.41 -- --

Compo time/
LrIlPl iter. -- -- -- -- -- 5.15 5.30

Third Run

By this time strategies 0 and 5 were compared on problem

FORESTRY. The results are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison of strategies 0 and 5 on

problem FORESTRY

Strategy 0 5

Total CPU sec 60.52 91. 22

Core used l581\: 270k

I/O 11. 82 -- I

Total - I/O
CPU sec 48.70 91. 22

Compo time/
Step 2 iter. 9.30 --
Comp. time/
LPfvll iter. -- 10.1
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Analysis of Results

1) The CCA algorithm can produce substantial reductions

in overall computation time for block-angular linear problems

with coupling constraints, with respect to comparable general

Lp1s, as can be seen by comparing the total solution times

for problems FIXMAR and FORESTRY using strategies 0 (CCA

algorithm) and 5 (general LP).

2) If FIXMAR is any indication then each one of the three

options in the CCA algorithm helps in reducing the overall

solution time. The best results are obtained when all three

are in effect, where in this case we get a reduction by

approximately a factor of 2.

3) Note that strategies 1 and 3 differ only in that

1 makes use of the Step 1 option and this gives about a 25%

reduction in computation times. This would mean, if it were

true in general for block-angular problems with coupling

constraints, that general Lp1s could be made more efficient for

this type of problem by using this strategy.

4) The mean time per iteration was noticed to increase

with the number of block vectors in the working basis. This

relationship is plotted on Fig. A3 for DINAMICO, for which the

effect is more pronounced due to the large number of common

rows. Notice that the mean time per iteration with 45 block

vectors in the working basis is about three times that with O.

This effect is due mainly to longer transformation times,

especially in FTRAN, as the number of non-zeroes in the WB

and in the V matrices increases linearly with the number of
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block vectors in the working basis, and to an increase in the

frequency of the more expensive type 3 updates. (The more

block vectors in BVl the smaller the probability of v = 0).
r

This suggests a strategy modification to reduce the mean

time per iteration. At the end of Phase 1, all block variables

in the working basis are treated as parameters fixed at their

current value. Thus there are no block vectors in the working

basis and V = 0 and we get faster iterations because of the

reduced transformation time. When the number of block vectors

in the working basis has again increased to a level similar to

that at the end of Phase 1, the variables treated as parameters

are considered as candidates and their values modified in the

direction to improve the objective function until they reach

their bounds or displace a basic variable.
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FIGURE Al

Coupling Constraints Algorithm

Step 1

I = 1

Solve problem I to
optimality (feasibility)

Set
Q(I) = F

I = I + 1

no

STOP
problem

in
feasible

no

Set objective for G-GUB
and I = 1

GO TO STEP 2

(see Fig. A2)
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BASIS FACTORIZATION FOR BLOCK-ANGULAR LINEAR PROGRAMS:
UNIFIED THEORY OF PARTITIONING AND DECOMPOSITION

USING THE SIMPLEX METHOD

Carlos Winkler

A general block-angular basis factorization is developed to represent

the inverse of the basis of block-angular linear problems in factorized form.

This factorization takes advantage of the structure of the matrix and can be

efficiently updated when one column is replaced by another.

Partitioning and decomposition methods (excluding Dantzig-Wolfe decom

position) for block-angular linear problems with coupling constraints, or

coupling variables, or both, are shown to be variants of a Simplex Method

using this general block-angular basis factorization form of the inverse,

with various criteria as to the vector pair selected to enter and to leave

the basis. By considering other criteria new algorithms are obtained. In

particular, algorithms are presented for which at each iteration only a

subset of the terms in the factorization needs to be used or to be updated.

Preliminary experimental results with such an algorithm for block-angular

linear problems with coupling constra~ts are included.

Results are extended to the case when imbedded in the block-angular

structures there are blocks which themselves are of block-angular form.

Applications to the solution of dynamic linear programs (staircase structure)

are developed.
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